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The origins and philosophy behind the SNAG™ Coaching System are not new to
sports, only to golf. The golf world has maintained a credo for all players new to the
game that they learn the game, practice the game then play the game. The SNAG
credo is significantly different for the beginner. Play the game, learn as you go and
practice if you want to. This puts an emphasis on getting the beginner acclimated to
playing the course from the very start. We do not recommend starting on the golf
course but rather a SNAG course that is designed for the beginning player.

Golf is one of the few games where the equipment used by the beginner is exactly
the same as the equipment used by the professional. The SNAG Coaching System uses
specially designed equipment that helps the beginner progress through the learning
curve faster and more effectively. You will see a greater level of success from all
students using this equipment over standard golf equipment. 

If you look closely at other sports you will find that the equipment is modified to
make it easier for the beginner: 

• Cycling uses training wheels on a smooth, flat surface, not the Tour de France. 

• Snow skiing uses short wide skies on a bunny slope, not racing skis on the triple
black diamond slopes. 

• Baseball starts with a tee-ball concept and small fields, not a 95 mph fastball in
major league parks. 

Yet we start all golfers with professional equipment on the same venues where
professional tournaments could be held. The coaching system addresses how and
where beginners should start within the  context of your own facility.

The SNAG Coaching System utilizes whole-part teaching. It involves the
demonstration of the whole skill first, and then the breakdown of the skill
into its parts so it can be seen, understood and executed properly by the
student. Each part is described by a phrase or word
picture and assigned a word cue. When word
cues are given in their proper sequence, the
student is able to recall the descriptive phrase
or mental image and can work on his/her own
to practice the skill.

The coaching system also incorporates another
teaching methodology called play-practice-play that
helps you determine where your students are in their
skill development. It basically involves a style of teach-
ing where after a brief introduction, demonstration
(whole-part method) and instructions, the student
begins with a play portion of the session to experiment
with the different skills you wish them to learn. The
skills are then taught during the practice portion of the

The SNAG Coaching System
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session where you can assist any of the students still trying to grasp the basics. After
this practice session, you have the students play and once again work on these new
skills at their own pace.

By performing specific tasks outlined in the SNAG Coaching System, students
develop correct golf motor skills.  The system contains three creative training tools that
will enhance their progress.  It is important to note that most of us are visual learners
and respond positively when instructions are not mechanical but fun.

The system recommends five to seven sessions that are each 90 minutes long, plus
an initial session that is two hours long. Each of the sessions contains an hour of
instruction and skill development followed by 30 minutes of actual play.  The initial
session also includes a 30-minute period focused on general information, goals and
objectives and station design and function. The 60 minutes of instruction are broken
down into six stations that rotate every ten minutes. Stations one and six are
informational with all students attending. Stations two through five constitute the skill
acquisition portion, where students are broken into groups of up to four per station.

Another unique quality of the game allows the student to begin play in a familiar
environment where shot distances are relative to everyday life. This smaller, more
focused environment eliminates most of the fear and intimidation that a regulation
golf course implies. It also provides a better overall picture of a course environment to
help build the student‘s confidence and reinforce his/her successes.

The coaching system integrates aspects of golf instruction that is not readily
available to beginners. The student is introduced to course management, rules,
etiquette, and life skills for our junior section. These aspects will greatly enhance the
learning process helping the student to shave strokes and make for a more enjoyable
experience when they actually play on a regulation course.

The SNAG Coaching System uses terminology from the game of SNAG, called
SNAGology. It is important that you use these terms and phrases when coaching your
students as they relate to the equipment and the tasks to be performed. They also
paint positive mental pictures to which the students respond. When the student
progresses into golf, it will be easier for him to adapt to golf terminology.  Familiarize
yourself with the terms and word cues.  You will find that they express many of the
same thought processes as traditional golf terms but it a more fun way. Remember, for
the  student to learn effectively, the experience must be fun.

The following sections are broken down into general information, safety
procedures, club fitting, coaching venues, etc. as well as lesson plans for six to eight
sessions. Once the student has completed this series of instruction, he will be ready
and properly equipped to transition into the use of traditional golf equipment and play
on a regulation golf course.
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Coaching Philosophy
The intent of this system is to simplify how people learn to play the game of golf.

As we saw how people were currently taught to play the game, it was too mechanical
and not a lot of fun for either the student or the instructor.  The experience for the
beginner in golf until now was very similar to the experience of people learning to use
computers 15 years ago. At that time, a person had to know the perfect language
commands to key into the computer or they would not be able to perform their
desired function. The introduction of the mouse to the computer world changed how
tasks were performed. Computing was transformed from making mechanical
keystrokes to pointing and clicking on specific functions. This device made computing
easier and allowed software designers to convert to task focused programming. Today,
because of the mouse and a windows-oriented environment, more people are able to
perform complex tasks on a computer and have fun doing it.

We saw that golf needed a “mouse“ to shift the instructional methodology from
mechanical to task focused. What we also discovered was that golf’s “mouse“ had to
be systemic and not just one device. We are certain that this coaching system is the
“mouse“ for the entry-level player. The instruction is task focused and incorporates
specially designed training tools and equipment that is specifically tailored for the
beginner to experience early success while building confidence and expertise. The
commands and tasks often utilize common everyday phrases, which make them easy
to remember.

This coaching system is designed to be an instructional tool to make the beginners
learning experience better. Until now, equipment, training tools and programming
have not been available as a complete unit for the professionals to use. This system will
allow even the most novice professional a way to confidently instruct people who are
Starting New At Golf.

The use of color psychology was used to eliminate the fear and apprehension
associated with beginning golfers. We chose primary colors because no one at any age
is afraid to play with toys. This was especially important for the fear and anxiety levels
of incoming men and women. Women in particular have expressed more fear taking
up a sport such as golf for many different reasons. The colors associated with this
system helps to reduce the anxiety levels because they do not see cold hard steel and
a “sport,“ but rather something fun to play with.  It is also very important to recognize
that this system will help every person coming into golf regardless of gender. Do not
let the playful colors dissuade you from starting all adults this way. They too will
benefit from the specially designed equipment and programming. The student will
hold you in higher esteem if you help them achieve success, not by the color of the
equipment.

If you are going to be coaching juniors, we have integrated a life skills section into
each of the coaching sessions. It is not often that we get the opportunity to positively
impact the lives of children. This section will help you present thought provoking
materials that will help them in becoming better people and they, in turn, will
remember you as a huge influence in their life. There is also a section that discusses the
developmental stages of children and what we should reasonably expect from them.
This is to be used only as a baseline for comparison as each person develops differently
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and at different rates. It is important for you to understand what to expect from these
children especially at the younger ages. They are all capable of learning and
performing tasks even at 5 years old.  For this introduction to the game of golf, you
should be pleased if they grasp most of the concepts and are able to respond
appropriately to the word cues. Performance is not what you should be focused on,
but rather their enthusiasm and desire to continue playing the game. The best thing
that you as a coach can do for the developing child is give positive reinforcement and
praise.  

The SNAG Coaching System will help you to develop a consistent language that
you will forever use during your instruction and coaching of beginners. Your
confidence in teaching this group will grow and you will actually look forward to
teaching them. This system now offers you opportunities to become mobile and teach
groups outside of your own facility anytime and anywhere. Because of SNAG, “The
World is Your Course.“
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The SNAG Coaching System can be implemented at many places around your
facility. The driving range is the most effective place for obvious reasons. Because of
the dynamics of the SNAG ball, all aspects of instruction can be accomplished on the
practice tee itself. Rolling, chipping, pitching and full launches can be taught to up to
16 students at one time by one SNAG coach. The fact that the SNAG ball is soft and
has a limited distance, allows the coach to instruct all four stations within close proxim-
ity of each other safely. Having all four stations close to each other also allows for an
easy rotation from one station to the next.

The range will also be important for the play portion of the system because it
allows for “stickys“ (holes) to be designed and the student to get a feel of the game in
a safe and controlled environment. The student should have immediate success at
playing the game. It also allows for weaknesses to be identified by the coach, then
corrected and changes reinforced in future coaching sessions.

If the range is too busy to conduct the coaching session, find other areas around
your facility that can be setup as alternate sites. If you are a part of a regulation golf
facility, an easy site to use in the early morning is your 18th fairway. If you conduct
sessions late in the day, try the first fairway after tee times have closed down. You will
need approximately 1/2 to 1 acre to effectively conduct a coaching session in a safe
manner. You may wish to have your maintenance crew closely mow two areas for
chipping and rolling where you will be conducting the session if it is not on a tee or
fairway surface. Remember, because all shots other than rolling are played from the
Launch Pad™, you should not experience any agronomic damage to these areas.

The illustration below shows an average fairway covering 6 to 10 acres. Coaching
sessions can be held on or around the actual range or a combination of both. Use your
imagination to find the best places at your facility.
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It is very important that you fit the student with the correct clubs. It is also impor-
tant to find out from the student if they are right-handed or left-handed and, more
importantly, if they play sports or other activities from their dominant side. The chart
below will help you in selecting the correct size for each particular student. If their size
is not available, use your  best judgement in fitting them correctly. You may want to
have a supplemental kit in each additional size for convenience.

Selecting the Right Clubs

• Hoop Clocks (Hula Hoops)

• Whistle

• 100’+ Clothesline

• Marking Cones

• Stopwatch

• Sticky Jacket and Helmet

Additional Recommended Equipment

What’s In Your Coaching Kit

Choose The Correct Size*
Size 26“

Age 4-7

Height 3’6“ to 4’0“

Size 30“

Age 8-11

Height 4’1“ to 4’9“

Size 34“

Age 12-Adult

Height 4’10“ to 5’5“

Size 35“

Age Adult

Height 5’6“ +

14 Launchers*
12 Right-Handed

2 Left-Handed

8 Rollers*
12 Launch Pads 
4  Flagstickys 
100 SNAG balls
4 Rolleramas  

2 Bullseye Targets
4 Snappers 
4 SNAGazoos
4 Roller Brushes
1 Instructional Video
1 Information Book 
1 Coaching Manual

*All Launchers and rollers within a kit are the same size. 



Rotating The Stations

• Whistle
• Stopwatch

Each station is to be set up according to the task to be accomplished. The same
amount of equipment will be needed at the same station  for all sessions with sizes of
targets, balls and tees changing periodically. In each of the lesson plans we have
included photos of a properly equipped and active station. Lay the equipment out
accordingly making sure that you have a safe distance between students. This can be
done with markers or lines to separate each student. This will help identify where
equipment goes back to before rotating. Designate each station with a color (blue for
rolling, green for chipping, yellow for pitching and red for launching) and assign up to
fours students per station. They will stay with this “color“ group for all sessions and
start each future session at their designated color station.

Prior to rotating to the next station you will require the students to place the
equipment back into its original position. You should allow 2 minutes for them to
accomplish this and rotate. That means they will be chasing balls, removing them from
targets and returning them to their proper place, and rotating on your signal.

When the students are in place at their starting station, blow your whistle or say
begin and start your stopwatch. Allow the students 8 minutes to complete their activi-
ties and then signal for them to stop. You should allow one minute for clean up and
placing all equipment back to its starting position and one minute to rotate. When all
stations are set and ready, signal the students by blowing your whistle twice or say
rotate.

Before you start the rotational stations, stand in a safe place where you can observe
all four stations at once. This will help you maintain control and identify those students
who need additional assistance. This way you can spend 30-40 seconds per student on
average at each station. Some students will require additional help while others may
need none. Mark the progress report of those students that require additional help.

Walk by each station and say the word cues associated with that station. This will
help the students to focus on their particular task.  This also enables you to observe
how all of the students are progressing with their specific tasks. Do not spend too
much time with any one student, as they will perform better if they are all concentrat-
ing on their word cues.

Note: By mastering your own time management for the ten-minute periods you and
your students will benefit by getting the most out of each session.

Items Needed

Station Set-Up

Rotating The Stations

Observing All Stations
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As children grow older, they also grow in strength, coordination and understand-
ing. This allows them to physically perform motor skills with increasingly better control.
With this in mind, realize that in every group there are those whose motor skills are
slow to develop, as well as, those who have natural talent for sports and excel early
and quickly. Identifying where your students are in ability and age, and knowing what
can reasonably be expected, will help you in setting appropriate expectations that
challenge rather than frustrate the student.  

In addition, the research today suggests that the differences in motor skill abilities
between boys and girls can be linked to the different expectations and different
opportunities each has encountered.  With the increase in popularity and available
sports opportunities for girls, similar expectations can now be applied to both boys
and girls in early and middle childhood.  

In this section, general age characteristics and a baseline of skill expectations is
listed for your students. You may encounter children who do not fit into this
framework.  Be sure to refer to the baseline for evaluating achievement of each of the
students. This will help you to maintain an objective view of each student and not slip
into comparing one to another within the group.

• Short attention span. Limit instructions to 3-5minutes. Start quickly.
• Like to play games, activities they know and like.  Provide activity more

than once.
• Large muscle control is not developed. Strength and stamina is limited.

May need periodic breaks.  
• Hand-eye coordination is just beginning.  
• Need activities/demonstrations that help improve understanding of spatial

awareness and safety zones for swinging clubs.
• Very individualistic and “I” centered.  Emphasize sharing, taking turns and

gracious winning and losing.  This decreases as students approach age eight.
• Noisy and want attention.  Use positive praise and reinforcement.  

What to look for in assessment:
• Can demonstrate proper HOLD and SET-UP for ROLL and CHIP, PITCH and

LAUNCH
• Left on Yellow, Glue Em!, Right on Red (reverse these for left-handed students)
• Bow to the Ball-Bend knees
• “Wide Y” or “Long Y”
• “Tall A”
• Dot Your Eye
• Swing is circular 
• The execution of each swing may be awkward and inconsistent.  By age seven,

the swing should be more repetitious and becoming smoother.  
• Control of distance and force is inconsistent

Five to Seven Year-Olds



Motor Skill Development

• Attention span increasing. Increase amount and depth of instruction.
• Large muscle control improving. Continue to refine skill execution and stress

fundamentals.
• High interest in sports. Likes the challenge of competition and games.
• Social skills growing. Stress playing by the rules and consideration for others.
• Extremely vulnerable. Always use positive praise and encouragement.
• Continue to increase expectations of skill execution and results.

What to look for in assessment:
• Can demonstrate proper HOLD and SET-UP for ROLL and CHIP, 
PITCH and LAUNCH
• Left on Yellow, Glue Em!, Right on Red (reverse these for left-handed students)
• Bow to the Ball-Bend Knees
• “Wide Y” or “Long Y”
• “Tall A”
• Dot Your Eye
• Traces hands in circular motion to proper “clock“ positions for each stroke
• Holds the “Y“ for ROLL, CHIP and on follow through on PITCH
• Sets hands for PITCH and LAUNCH, “L” position
• Increases ability to control force, distance and ball trajectory
• Ages 10-12 can utilize and apply skills in a various game situations

Eight to Twelve Year-Olds
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PLANNING
Planning is not a perfect formula. Good preparation, however, will go a long ways in

increasing your effectiveness each session.  A few helpful hints follow:

• Read through the session you will be teaching ahead of time.  
• Make notes on points you wish to emphasize or review, if any.
• Establish a place that your students will meet you each day.
• Be on time, start on time, end on time. 
• Be flexible as needed.

ATTENTION SPAN & AGE
The age of your students will dictate how much detail and time you may use on any

one thing.  Little guys will find it very difficult to sit and listen to you talk about the won-
derful world of SNAG and golf.  They just want to play!  The most effective way to get
information out is to demonstrate it with actions or pictures.  Understanding the attention
spans of your students will aid you in planning your sessions.

• 5 to 7 years - Short attention span - can sit for three to five minutes of instruction.
Limit visual distractions and noise.  Be animated while giving instructions and while
covering rules.

• 8 to 10+ years - Gradually increase amount of instruction.  Maintain interest with
excitement in voice and visual demonstrations of key points.  

SESSION FORMATS
Establishing a format for the day’s session will reduce misbehavior and utilize your time

more efficiently.  As students arrive, have them work on a quiet activity untl it is time to
begin.

Introduction
•For Station One, establish a “quiet” area to cut down on distractions and enhance  listening.
• Make sure the sun is not in the face of your students when you are speaking to them.
• Discuss the day’s activity in a way that creates interest and excitement.
• Review safety concerns and rules.

Stations
• Rotating properly and systematically, having students stop when asked, and not interfering

with others are skills to be taught and learned.
• Establish a signal for alerting students that it is time to “clean-up“ and rotate.  (1 whistle

blast or a single word such as “freeze”).
• Establish a second “emergency” signal to get all students attention at once in case of dan-

gerous behavior or unsafe conditions that may arise (2 whistle blasts).
• Arrange sessions in a way so that students rotate in a circular pattern, station 1 leads to 2, 2

leads to 3, 3 to 4 and station 4 leads back to station 1.

Handling Large Groups
Effectively 

Session Managment
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Conclusion 
• Like the introduction, return to an area of minimal distractions when speaking to the group

as a whole.
• Point out positive things you noticed to wrap up the day’s session such as, good coopera-

tion, improvement of skills or acts of kindness between students.  
• If problems arose, discuss them in a “matter of fact“ way, challenging the students to

improve.  In other words, believe they can live up to high expectations, behaviorally.
• End with encouraging comments, praise, and excitement about what’s to come. 

ESTABLISHING RULES OF BEHAVIOR
If your students understand your behavioral boundaries within which they are expected

to participate, it is less likely that they will test your flexibility and more likely that they will
cooperate.  An example of basic behavior expectations in addition to proper etiquette may
include the following: 

• On the signal (words or whistle), all students are expected to STOP and LISTEN.
• Students are expected to participate without interfering with others.
• Students are expected to use all equipment as instructed.
• Students are expected to stay within the assigned boundaries

You may wish to modify these to fit your specific setting.  It is important to your effec-
tiveness and the success of your students, that you discuss these the first day and apply
them consistently.  Create a “rules“ sheet with the consequences to inform parents of the
expectations.

Misbehavior & Consequences
No matter how much you prepare and establish rules, misbehavior will occur when working with

children.  Discuss with your students your plan of action should they choose to misbehave.
An example of a progressive discipline procedure is below.

1st time: Verbal warning
2nd time:5 minutes of “quiet time“ or “time-out“ (any playing around during time-out

means the 5 minutes must start over.)
3rd time: Time-out for remainder of session and a talk with the parent.
4th time: Suspended for next session or dismissal.

Keys to Success With Student Behavior
• Don’t take student misbehavior personally.
• Discuss all rules and consequences with students.  Tell them the steps to dismissal.
• Don’t get angry- just apply the consequence.  Remember, it was their choice to misbehave.
• State rules positively- what you want to happen, not negatively.
• Make sure your students understand the rules.  
• Before applying the consequence, explain the rule that was broken to the student.

Increasing Appropriate Behavior
• Reinforce positive behavior with verbal or non-verbal (high five) praise.
• “Catch“ students being good, doing right.  (Especially those who tend to “get into trouble“

more often.)
• Lead with empathy when applying the consequence.  For example, you might say, “Oh

No!  I really wanted you to get to finish this station, but you choose not use the equipment
properly.  Please sit over there for 5 minutes, quietly, and see if you can recognize the cor-
rect way to participate.“

• Always focus more on those students who are behaving by making specific comments as to
what they are doing correctly with praise. (Wonderful shot, Billy!/ Excellent hold, Jason!/
Your swing was a perfect circle, Kim! )

• Expect that all students can behave.  



WIN-WIN

1. Remember to have fun with the students while maintaining your authority as their
coach.  Sometimes this is a delicate balancing act.  

2. Constant use of the students’ names while instructing or encouraging them is very
valuable in establishing rapport.  Get to know the names of your students as soon as
possible.  This goes a long ways in all aspects of your coaching and in gaining the
respect of your students.  

3. Your students will find your sessions immensely fun when you provide them with a
well-planned program and lots of enthusiasm while hearing specific and personal
praise.  Consistency is the key.
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Measuring Student Progress
In order to determine, in a tangible and credible way, student learning, and to track

progress, it is important to test them. The standard for measurement is their develop-
mental age.  That is, assessing them as to where they should be according to their age.
We have established three domains of testing students based on the objectives for
SNAG. Those areas or domains are 1) motor skills, 2) knowledge of concepts and
principles, and 3) personal responsibility and LIFE SKILLS.  

It is important to recognize that children progress at different rates and in different
areas.  For example, a highly skilled child may “ace” the skills test, however, does not
understand the concepts or obey the class rules.  In contrast, a student may make great
gains in working with others or living out the LIFE SKILLS goals and, at the same time,
does not progress in the motor skills area.  By creating simple assessment tools that take
into account all three domains of student learning and progress, you are able to, more
accurately, determine if and when students have met the objectives completely.  

With this in mind, traditional letter grades (A, B, C...) may not give an accurate or
complete picture of student progress or achievement.  In motor skills assessment
(psychomotor), we have established Performance Standards to evaluate skill level.  For
knowledge (cognitive) and LIFE SKILLS (affective) assessment, students will be assessed
based on their level of understanding and demonstration of the concepts and LIFE
SKILLS objectives while participating in the activities. 
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Performance Standards

N - Needs Improvement

W - Working On

AC - Achievement

Has not demonstrated the understanding or LIFE SKILLS
appropriate to developmental age.

Is working on and progressing in understanding and LIFE
SKILLS appropriate to developmental age.

Has achieved objectives in understanding and demon-
strates LIFE SKILLS consistently appropriate to develop-
mental age.

The sports skills portion of the curriculum standards is evaluated based on the
established developmental stages of student growth and performance.  To better
determine each student’s actual performance level in accordance with his or her
developmental age, three levels of skill proficiency have been established.  These levels
of proficiency will provide the evaluator with information on how well a student is
actually performing a skill. 

SKILL ASSESSMENT LEVELS

The objectives in the knowledge and LIFE SKILLS areas can be measured by using
the standards below.  Make sure your expectations are age appropriate.  

LEVELS OF COGNITIVE AND PERSONAL GROWTH

Knowledge & Life Skills Attainment

I - Inconsistent

R - Repetition

AP - Application

Unable to repeat a skill in the same way twice.
Performance of skill is awkward and frequently incorrect.

Performance of a skill is more smooth and consistent.
Correct execution is more frequent.  
Intense concentration is necessary to execute skill.

Correct performance of skill becomes more automatic.
Skill can be utilized in various situations and in games.

16
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Use this chart to assess the basic motor skills, knowledge and LIFE SKILLS for SNAG.  For motor skills, have
the student perform the skill-parts and assess ability as detailed in Performance Standards information. For
knowledge and LIFE SKILLS, use the Attainment Standards to measure level of achievement. 

Assessment Chart

Name

Left on
Yellow,
Glue
em!

Right
on Red

Bow to
the
ball,
Bend
knees

Arms
form
“Y“

Body
forms
“A“

Dot
Your
Eye

Stroke

ROLL

Stroke

CHIP

Swing

PITCH

Swing

LAUNCH

Concepts

Rules  

Etiquette

Life
Skills

MOTOR SKILLS
I - Inconsistent Unable to repeat a skill in the same way twice.
R - Repetition Performance of a skill is more smooth and consistent
AP - Application Correct performance of skill becomes more automatic. Skill can be utilized in 

various situations and in games.

KNOWLEDGE AND LIFE SKILLS
N - Needs Improvement      Has not demonstrated the understanding or LIFE SKILLS  appropriate to 

developmental age.
W - Working On Is working on and progressing in understanding and LIFE SKILLS appropriate to 

developmental age.
AC - Achievement Has achieved objectives in understanding and demonstrates LIFE SKILLS 

consistently appropriate to developmental age.
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General
All of the sessions will incorporate the same language and tasks. When you coach

them on making the proper hold, you will utilize the phrase, “Left on Yellow, Glue it-Right
on Red” for all shots. The colored dot positions on the launcher and roller grips differ but
require the hands to be placed on the corresponding dots. For left-handed players, the
phrase is, “Right on Red-Glue It-Left on Yellow.”  The arrows on the SNAG ball and the
Launch Pad™ will be lined up the same way every time. When the player is in the “Ready
position,” he/ she will “Dot the Eye” referring to the alignment of the dot on the rear side
of the SNAG ball and the bullseye located in the middle of the club heads.

Each student will be expected to complete the same tasks. Their progress may vary but
the expectations related to each task will have a baseline for acceptable progress (see page
17). You will supply the student with a progress report after the 3rd and 6th sessions so
that they are aware of your expectations and their related performance.

During each session, you will position yourself to effectively watch all stations. You may
insert yourself into one of the stations if a student needs help. You must have a watch with
you to time the stations. Time management is as important as the actual instruction. Your
students will appreciate you operating each session in a timely and consistent fashion.  The
information that follows outlines each station in order.

Station 1 - Game Management - 10 Minutes
This is the first station in each session where all of the students participate. Here they

will learn about course features, rules and etiquette. This will be important because you
have the opportunity to teach all of your students the importance of fast play, selecting
the correct shots, golf course architecture and making the best of a bad situation.
Therefore, the    students will advance past the typical learning curve most beginners have
entering into golf.

Station 2 - Rolling (Blue) - 10 Minutes
This station will introduce and develop the student’s rolling skills.  The student will be
introduced to a series of rolling targets. These targets will get smaller and more difficult to
hit as the sessions progress. The student will use the Roller club to learn the proper hold,
stance, set-up and stroke associated with rolling.  They will also have use of a unique
training tool, the Roller Brush to teach them the feel of moving the club head correctly.
They will learn to associate the clock positions with word cues of “Brush, 7 to 5, Tic-Toc.”

Station 3 - Chipping (Green) - 10 Minutes
This station will introduce and develop the student’s chipping skills. Like rolling, the

student is introduced to the same targets in the same progression. Here the student learns
to utilize the same principals as in rolling but apply them with a lofted club. As with all
shots other than rolling, the Launch Pad and tee are used. They will learn the proper hold,
stance, set-up and swing associated with chipping. They will learn to associate the clock
positions with word cues of “8 to 4,Tic-Toc.”
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Station 4 - Pitching (Yellow) - 10 Minutes
This station will introduce and develop the student’s pitching skills. This is perhaps the

most difficult shot to teach beginners. You will have use of a unique training tool, the
SNAGazoo™ to teach the proper “L” position on the rear swing and “holding the Y” on
the follow through. This is an important station in that this shot will be used many times
by the beginner because very few have the ability to reach a green in regulation. The stu-
dent will also pitch to an inflatable bullseye target to help improve their distance and accu-
racy. They will learn to associate the clock positions with word cues “9L to 3, Hold Y.” 

Station 5 - Launching (Red) - 10 Minutes
This station will introduce and develop the student’s full launch skills. You will intro-

duce the student to very positive terminology like “launch” the ball instead of “hit” the
ball. This station utilizes a unique training tool called, the Snapper. This tool will develop
the proper hand, arm and body movement throughout the swing as well as the proper
grip pressure during the hold. An important phrase, “Baseball swing, Dot Your Eye, then
Go!” will be used by you during the transfer by the student from the training tool to the
launcher club. This station is important to the student because everyone wants the ability
to grip it and rip it! They will learn to associate the word cues mentioned above. You will
also be to utilize yourself, an assistant or a student dressed up in a Sticky Jacket and Sticky
Helmet to become a fun “target” for launching. This person is referred to throughout the
manual as the “Sticky Man.” 

Station 6 - Life Skills - 10 Minutes
Once again, all students gather together at this station.  During this station, the coach

will introduce a new life skill to the class for discussion. This is an important feature for
younger beginners because you will be helping them to understand how the character of
a person are brought out during a golf experience. During this period, you will be making
a positive impact on their lives. Note: For adults, substitute with a section on rules alone or
expand the game management section. 

Station 7 - Play - 10 Minutes
This is the part of your session that your students want to do the most.  They want to

excel at this for obvious reasons. You will set-up a four “sticky” course with a mixture of
point values. You have enough equipment in your coaching kit for two students to share
the launcher, roller and Launch Pad. Have them play in groups of four. You may wish to
mix up playing partners every two sessions. This will help your students get to know each
other better. You will want to set-up obstacles for them to avoid just as occurs on an actual
golf course. This will train them to experience the consequences of an errant shot.

Try to play different scoring formats each session so that they will become more
familiar with the various games in golf. Implement a handicap system so that they
understand where they would be in a real golf course scenario. Have them post their
scores after each session. Stress the importance of having fun!

Find new ways to challenge them in regards to course length and difficulty.
Remember, this system will have them using golf equipment more quickly and effectively
when they gain confidence and skill from you! 
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The first session contains a brief introduction of each of the LIFE SKILLS and health

areas.  The following sessions contain information and activities specific to each skill
that will help students identify, practice and adopt them for their personal lives.  The
sessions are set up to build upon each other.  Therefore, the order of presentation is
important.  Also, always look for opportunities to apply LIFE SKILLS.  Using “teachable
moments” and real-life situations that occur in the lives of your students are invaluable
in helping them to grasp the concepts. 

SESSION 1 - INTRODUCTION OF LIFE SKILLS
What Are Life Skills 
Why Are They Important
Identify Three Health Areas and Explain Them

SESSION 2 - SETTING BOUNDARIES
Steps Toward Knowing Yourself 
You, Your Family and Friends
Others and Outside Influences
Personal Freedoms

SESSION 3 - MAKING DECISIONS
Choices
Good, Bad and Best
Impact on Others

SESSION 4 - RESOLVING CONFLICTS
Avoiding Conflict
Your Responsibility
Choosing Your Battles

SESSION 5 - COPING WITH STRESS
Identifying Stress: Good and Bad
Identifying Yourself and What Helps You
Working Through It With Understanding

SESSION 6 - OBTAINING HELP
Identify Types of Help
Who Is Available to Help
How To Get the Right Help

SESSION 7 - SETTING GOALS
Identifying What You Want
Steps to Set Goals
Choices

SESSION 8 - DRUGS, ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO

Life Skills Objectives
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In order to lead a healthy, balanced life we must practice “LIFE SKILLS“ that help us
to maintain that balance and quality.  These LIFE SKILLS are:

• Setting Boundaries
• Making Wise Decisions
• Resolving Conflicts 
• Coping With Stress
• Obtaining Help
• Setting Goals

As these skills are practiced throughout our lives we can learn to protect our individ-
ual rights while taking responsibility for our actions.  It is also important that children
are taught these skills so that they may discover how each one can be used in a variety
of circumstances they face each day: at home and school, during sports and play, and
while interacting with family and friends.  As each child moves through life they take
control of and responsibility for their choices and behaviors more and more.  In this
process it is necessary to develop valuable and necessary strategies to continue toward
growth and maturity.

Each of these LIFE SKILLS is presented, in progressive order, as a lesson with practice
activities.  Through discussion, worksheets and role-play children can gain a practical
understanding of each skill and how to adopt them into their lives.  

Activities to practice LIFE SKILLS will include specific health areas such as Emotional
and Intellectual Health, Family and Social Health and Drug Awareness Education.  These
practical lessons will allow students opportunities to learn about personal responsibilities
as an individual and as a member of a family and society.

Our purpose is to empower students to learn and use the LIFE SKILLS they will need
to grow into emotionally healthy and responsible adults.

Life Skills Introduction
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In this session you will be introducing the SNAG Coaching System™ to your students.
You will need to have a course laid out in advance as well as all the coaching stations com-
plete with equipment. This session should have an additional 30 minutes for you to
explain each and every component of the system as well as playing one or two holes on
the course demonstrating each of the various shots that they will be learning. You can use
station one if you need additional time. This would give you 30 to 40 minutes to fully
indoctrinate your students. For your purposes, and so as not to confuse your students on
their first day, assume that once you have concluded the indoctrination process that you
break up your class into groups of four, assign them a color that corresponds to stations 2-
5 and direct them to their beginning station. They will start at their assigned color and
rotate three times.  Note: the color you assign each group of four is where they start each
session. You will also need to emphasize the positions of the clock that will be associated
with each station and the corresponding shot.

Station 1 - Game Management
Discuss the rules in general. Locate a version of the rules that are simple and

demonstrate each rule in pictures. (ex: USGA Snoopy version) Explain why having rules is
important and include the safety aspect. Assign one rule for the class to know for the next
session. Tell them they will be tested on it. (First rule should be regarding Out-of-Bounds
(27).

Station 2 - Rolling (Blue)
You will be introducing your students to rolling. You will be using theRollerama target to
have your students accumulate points. You will also be using the roller brush to teach the
brushing motion that a roller makes during a stroke. They will be rolling the SNAG balls
along the ground with their hands and then using the roller to do the same. Praise them
for their point accumulation and when they make the correct hold and stroke. It is not
important that they hit the bullseye on the Rollerama each time. You should see some
improvement in all of them.

Station 3 - Chipping (Green)
You will be introducing your students to chipping. It is important that the students fol-

low the proper procedures for setting down and aligning their launch pads and SNAG
balls, making a proper hold, stance and swing. You will need to emphasize the importance
of limiting their swing from the 8 o’clock position through to the 4 o’clock position. You
will have them chip to the Rollerama target to accumulate points. Again, praise them for
their point accumulation and if they make the correct hold and stroke. It is not important
that they hit the bullseye on the Rollerama each time.

Station 4 - Pitching (Yellow)
You will be introducing your students to pitching. This will be the most difficult station

for your students to experience immediate success. You will need to emphasize all the
proper procedures when setting down the launch pad and SNAG ball, making the proper
hold, being in the ready position and swinging. You will be using the SNAGazoo tool to
teach the proper setting of the wrists by making an “L.” Stress the importance of this tool
in getting your students to use it correctly and slowly. You and your students will experi-
ence success when you hear the SNAGazoo sound at the 9 o’clock position and when they
“hold the Y” at the 3 o’clock position. Your students will also be pitching to the bullseye
target. Praise them when they use the proper swing fundamentals.



Station 5 - Launching (Red)
You are introducing your students to the full launch. This will be the station that they

look forward to the most because they get to launch it far. You will need to emphasize the
proper procedures when setting down the Launch Pad and SNAG ball, making the proper
hold, being in the ready position and swinging. You will be using the Snapper tool to
teach your students circle building and proper grip pressure. This is important because
they will be able to visualize what the swing arc should look like. It will be important for
the student to revert to practicing with the Snapper if they are unable to launch their balls
successfully. Each student has a unique body.  Therefore, the emphasis should be on the
execution of the baseball swing, dotting the eye and launching.

Station 6 - Life Skills
In this session, you will be introducing the class to health and life skills.  You will need

to emphasize the importance of being healthy to really enjoy golf. You will also be outlin-
ing what other material you will be covering during the rest of the sessions. You will be
providing them with a handout that they must return at the start of the next session. The
skills developed in this station are just as important as the development of motor skills in
the other stations resulting in positive, lifelong benefits.

Station 7 - Play
Have the students play the “four sticky” course in groups of four. It is best if they play

with their own color group, as they are familiar with them. Allow them to play additional
"stickies" if they can complete them in the allotted time. Have them each keep their own
score. Watch to see that they are playing in a safe manner, if they have grasped the basic
concepts and are applying them during play. Make notes for each student on what they
need to work on. Praise all of their attempts!
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Play the Course
It will be important for students to see how the skills will be used in the game.  Have

the students walk with you as you play the course demonstrating each type of shot. Also
point out the features associated with a golf course. When you are finished, have the
students follow you to the station layout area (stations 2-5) of the session.

Station Layouts
Walk the students to each station and demonstrate the shot that they will be

practicing. If there is a training tool associated with the station, demonstrate it correctly so
that the students see that there is a correct way to do it. It is important for the students to
understand the importance of placing all of the equipment back to its proper place at the
end of each of the 10-minute periods. When you are through with the 4 station
demonstrations, take the students to station 1 where you will assign each of them a color
group. Instruct them that this is their team and they will be together for the duration of
the sessions. They will start each station according to their assigned color. Once the color
groups are assigned, send the students to their stations to begin on your signal.

Instructor and Parent Expectations
Both you and the student‘s parents will have high expectations of their initial abilities.

Every parent in attendance is hoping that their child is the next tour star. This session may
be the first time any of these students ever attempted golf or any form of it. Please be
patient and get to know and understand each of your students.

Your students will respond favorably to praise.  Correction should be done in a gentle
and encouraging manner. If your students are really young, it is better for you to evaluate
their attempts to maintain proper form rather than on the results. If parents are present
and their child is struggling, advise them that golf motor skill development takes time and
for them to be patient. Make sure that you are making it fun for each and every one of
them, parents included.

Safety
You cannot over emphasize the importance of safety (refer to pages 10 & 11 in the

Basic Instruction Manual). Prior to the commencement of Station One speak frankly and
often about safety. Almost all of the injuries that occur in young student golf clinics
happen to students that walk into a swinging club from behind. Alert students that the
person swinging the club cannot see who is behind them.

Misconduct
During this first session introduction period, inform each of the students and their parents
that misconduct of any kind will not be tolerated. The student who misbehaves should be
warned and appropriate consequences applied. A student who continues to misbehave
should be dismissed from your program. You may also want to consider having each
parent and student sign a code of conduct agreement spelling out the consequences of
misbehavior (see Session Management - pages 12-14)

Fun
Let us not forget about the most important aspect of every session. If you create an
environment that is fun, everyone will learn faster and better. Fun eliminates fear and
apprehension.  Make sure that everyone can honestly say that they had fun; including you!

Walk Through
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1. Basic Procedures
• Discuss the outlined topics with all of the students present
• Include as many students as possible in the discussions
• Keep your discussions brief
• Assign reading or activity for next session
• Finish your discussion by leading into the life skills section

2. Set Up
• Choose an area where you and all of the students can discuss things undisturbed
• Have materials present before the session starts

3. Activities
• Discuss the features of a golf course

- Have pictures to describe each feature (Green, Tee, Bunker, Hazard, etc.)
- Show how the features fit together

• Explain why we need rules and how they make golf fun
- Outline the different topics that the rules cover
- Pass out a copy for each student to have and to bring to each session

Rules make all play on a level playing field
Rules provide for safe play
Rules help us to play faster
Knowing the rules can help us make the best of a bad situation

At the end of the session, assign the students the task of reading the rule covering out-
of-bounds (27) and give them the handout showing a golf hole with boundaries. Have
them show all the options for out-of-bounds for golf and SNAG. This will tie into the next
session‘s life skills topic of setting boundaries. 

4. What to look for
• Student Interest
• Are they paying attention
• Do they understand the material
• Are they participating

Materials Needed
• Pictures of Golf Course features
• Enough copies of the USGA rules of golf for all of the students
• A handout consisting of a golf hole with boundaries for the next session
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place the ball on the ground with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow pointing towards the
target.
• With both feet together and pointed at the ball (the student should be holding the club in his/her
palms), make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the roller head
behind the dot on the ball with the line on the roller aligned with the arrow on the ball. 
• Spread the feet to form a “Tall A” with the body.
• Point your elbows out to each side, making a “Wide Y” with the arms and club.
• Begin your stroke (initially using the hoop clock for a visual) by moving the club from 6 o’clock to
7 o’clock, then through to 5 o’clock in a smooth motion, “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) Rolleramas in an area 6’ apart (measuring from the inside ends).
• Place hoop clocks out for each student.
• Place cones down or mark points at 6’ and 10’ to identify starting points
for the activities
• Place 1 roller, 1 roller brush and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for each
student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety  
reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or 
swinging!

3. Activities
• Attach the roller brush properly and begin practicing the brushing
motion with the proper basic procedures away from the ball.
• From the first cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the Rollerama with the
roller brush attached and the bristles extended below the sole of the roller.
• From the first cone, roll 5 SNAG balls with their hands towards the
Rollerama.
• From the first cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the Rollerama and count
the points.
• From the second cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the Rollerama and
count the points.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the roller properly with the right grip

pressure and the grip in the palms of both hands.
• Are they able to do the ready position?
• Are they comfortable making the“wide Y?”
• Are they using the roller brush properl?.
• Are they getting all the SNAG balls to the Rollerama?
• Are they responding to the word cues “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc?”
• Are all of the balls getting to the Rollerama?

Equipment Needed
(4) Rollers
(4) Roller Brushes
(2) Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls

Station 2 - Rolling

Always tell the child
two things they are

doing right before you
correct them.
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(8) Cones/ Markers
(4) Hoop Clocks



Station 3 - Chipping
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target.
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on top

pointing towards the target. 
• Make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” with both feet together

pointing to the ball on the launch pad (the student should be holding the club more in
his/her fingers).

• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher
head behind the dot on the ball.

• Spread your feet to form a “Tall A” with the body.
• The target arm and club should form a straight line, “Long Y.”
• Begin your stroke (initially using the hoop clock as a visual) by moving the club from 6

o’clock to 8 o’clock then through to 4 O’clock, “8 to 4- Tic Toc.”

NOTE: For the first two sessions have beginning students "spread their feet" 
instead of making specific steps with each foot. (Sessions 1-2)

2. Set Up
• Place (2) Rolleramas in an area 6‘ apart (measuring from the inside

ends).
• Place hoop clocks out for each student.
• Place cones down or mark points at 8‘ and 12‘ to identify starting

points for the activities.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or

swinging!

3. Activities
• Toss 5 balls underhand towards the Rollerama, repeat.
• From the first cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the Rollerama and

count the points.
• From the second cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the Rollerama and

count the points.
• Repeat in this order if time permits. 

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the Launcher   properly

with the right grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both
hands.

• Are they able to do the ready position?
• Are they comfortable making the“Long Y?”
• Are the balls flying a short distance and rolling the rest of the way?
• Are they responding to the word cues “8 to 4-Tic-Toc?”
• Are all of the balls getting to the Rollerama?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls
(8) Cones/Markers
(4) Hoop Clocks

Make sure they 
slide their hands 

down to the bottom 
of the grip.
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Station 4 - Pitching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on top pointing

towards the target 
• Make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” with both feet together pointing

to the ball on the launch pad. (The student should be holding the club more in his/her fingers) 
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher head

behind the dot on the ball.
• Spread your feet to form a “Tall A” with the body.
• The arms and club should form a “hanging-loose Y.”
• Swing the club (initially using the hoop clock as a visual) away and form an “L” by setting your

wrists at the 9 o’clock position, swing through to the 3 o’clock position and hold the Y, “9L to 3,
Hold the Y.”
NOTE: For the first two sessions have beginning students "spread their feet" instead 
of making specific steps with each foot. (Sessions 1-2)

2. Set Up
• Hang or lay down (2) bullseye targets 5’ apart
• Place hoop clocks out for each student. (optional)
• Mark a position 20‘ away from the bullseye targets with ample space 

between each student.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad, 1 SNAGazoo and 5 balls at the marking 

point for  each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety
reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or
swinging!

3. Activities
• Have them stand in the hoop clock.
• Practice with the SNAGazoo making a rear “L” and swinging through

“holding  the Y.?”
• Toss 5 balls underhand towards the bullseye target, repeat.
• With the Launcher, pitch 5 balls towards the bullseye target.
• Repeat this if time permits .

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with

the right grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the rear “L” properly?
• Are they using the SNAGazoo slowly?
• Are they comfortable making the “Long Y?”
• Are they responding to the word cues “9L to 3- hold Y?”
• Are any of the balls close to sticking to the bullseye target?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) SNAgazoos

When they hold the
“Y“, make sure the
face of the club is
pointing straight up.
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(2) Bullseye Targets
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Hoop Clocks
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Station 5 - Launching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target.
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on to point-

ing towards the target.
• With both feet together and pointed at the ball on the launch pad (the student should be hold-

ing the club in his/her fingers), make the proper hold. “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“ and “Dot your Eye“ by placing the bullseye on the launcher head

behind the dot on the ball.
• Spread the feet to form a “Tall A” with the body.
• The target arm and club should form a hanging loose  “Y.“
•  Do a SNAGgle, then start the swing, using the word cues “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then

GO!”

2. Set Up
• Scatter hoops in open arera 80’ away. Set up 4 markers 10’ apart. 
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad, 1 Snapper and 5 SNAG balls at the

first cone for each student.
• Place hoop clocks at each station.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety

reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively launching!

3. Activities
• Have the students stand in the hoop clocks.
• Practice with the Snapper making circles above the head with only

the wrists, then making circles out in front of the body using the
hands, arms and shoulders. With the Snapper in the ready position,
swing away touching the target knee to the rear knee then swing
through touching the rear knee to the target knee. Now swing away
and then swing through trying to pop the ribbon as the hands get to
the intended impact area.

• From the marking point, launch 5 SNAG balls towards any target.
• Repeat launching additional SNAG balls if time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the 

right grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the rear “L“ properly?
• Are they able to make circles with the Snapper?
• Are they responding to the word cues “Baseball Swing, Dot your eye, Then Go!?”

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) Snappers
(20) SNAG balls
(8) Hoop Clocks

When they make 
the popping sound,
they are using their

hands correctly.



Format:  Discussion
Materials: “This Is Me” survey for each student to take home.

COACHING INSTRUCTION AND PROGRESSION

1. Ask students “What is being healthy?” 
Explain that there are several ways to be healthy that include exercise and prop-
er diet, adequate rest, personal hygiene and being safe.  Lead students in a dis-
cussion on why all these areas are important to health. 

2. Ask students if they know of any other health areas or ways that we need
to be healthy.  

Explain that in addition to the ones mentioned, there are three areas that are
equally important.  They are Emotional and Intellectual Health, having healthy
relationships with Family and Friends, and not abusing Alcohol, Tobacco or
Drugs.

3. Explain to students that there are certain skills they need to learn to help
them maintain their health as they go through life.  They have been
identified as:

• Setting Boundaries  
• Making Wise Decisions
• Resolving Conflicts
• Coping With Stress
• Obtaining Help
• Setting Goals 

These are called LIFE SKILLS.

4. Ask students about each skill and why they think they are important. 
Do not clarify all their questions and comments, rather tell them that they will
learn more about each skill in the next few weeks.

5. Compare learning LIFE SKILLS to learning sports skills or the skills needed
to play a musical instrument.  In order to become good or great at sports or
music the skills must be practiced.  Having a good or great life requires know-
ing, learning and practicing the skills that are needed to get there.

6. Hand out “This Is Me” survey at end of session, along with brief instruc-
tions on how to complete. 

Station 6 - Life Skills
Follow this section closely by asking the questions and hearing their wonderful answers.

Send the questionnaires (This Is Me!) home after the play portion of the session and collect
them at the beginning of the next session. 
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NAME :_________________________________________________________________ AGE:____________

Directions: List 5 things that are true about yourself in each of the areas listed.

PHYSICAL (What you look like when you look in a mirror)

EMOTIONAL (How you feel most of the time)

SOCIAL (What you like in your friends/family)

BEHAVIORS (What kinds of things do you do- everyday type of things)

HOBBIES & INTERESTS (What activities are most fun to you)

BELIEFS AND VALUES (What are good values that all people should have)

I feel loved and cared for when:

The way I show others I care for them is:

This Is Me!



Station 7 - Play
1. Basic Information

• Have the players play with their same color group.
• Have them start on their color sticky each session.
• Have them post their scores with you upon completion.
• Make them responsible for their etiquette and actions.
• Constantly remind them about safety.

2. Set Up
• Set up four or more stickys prior to the session starting.
• Identify each sticky with the same colors as in the practice stations.
• Design them to be of various lengths.
• Start out easy and increase the difficulty as they progress through each session.
• Keep your playing paths wide enough for safety.
• Choose relatively flat areas for the short stuff.
• Create the short stuff by using clothesline.
• Play each sticky without any boundaries.

3. Activities
• The play format for this session is stroke play - “Add ‘Em Up!”
• Each player counts every point on each sticky.
• The student with the lowest score on each sticky wins.
• Add up the scores at the end of the round.

4. What to look for
• Student Playing Abilities.
• Are they paying attention to the personal space of other players.
• Do they understand how to play the game.
• Are they demonstrating the different shots with the word cues effectively.
• Are they understand where each type of shot is played.
• Are they having fun.

Equipment Needed
8 Launchers
8 Rollers
8 Launch Pads
4 or more Flagstickys
16 SNAG balls
Cones / marking materials
Clothesline
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Goals & Objectives

This session will be a review of Session 1. The students were introduced to the
complete game and experienced breaking down each whole skill into its parts. They
should have grasped the skill concept at each station and remember it through the word
cues. You will now help them to understand the concepts even better in this session. You
will be observing each student to make sure that they are using the word cues and are
making the correct forms that they relate to. Their performance is not important at this
stage. Keep making it fun, as each of these students will show improvement with
repetition of these skills.

Station 1 - Game Management
You introduced the students to the rules of golf with a broad stroke. They were asked

to review the rule on out-of-bounds (27) and explain it based on your hand out. You need
to collect these and discuss the rule in a more detailed way. Use some of the returned
diagrams and call on different students for their input. When they rotate to station 6 in
this session, you will introduce them to setting boundaries in the life skills section. You can
draw some neat parallels between life and golf.

Station 2 - Rolling (Blue)
Begin this station with each student using the roller brush. Keep focused on the hold (grip
pressure and in the palms), and the making of the “Wide Y.” It will be interesting for you
to see how many have grasped the concept after this session. Once again, it is more
important for the students to perform the tasks relating to the associated word cues. You
should see some improvement in all of them.

Station 3 - Chipping (Green)
In this station you will need to observe whether the students are able to form their

“Long Y” and maintain its form during the chipping stroke. It is important that they follow
the word cue “8 to 4” as you do not want them to stop at impact. The students will need
to keep experimenting on their own to consistently feel the correct amount of force to do
this skill properly. You may see lots of inconsistencies in distance and direction.

Station 4 - Pitching (Yellow)
This will probably be the most difficult station for your students. The most important

things to watch for are their ability to form the “rear L” and if they hold the “Y” correctly
at the 3 o’clock position. If any of the students are having difficulty, have them stop
pitching balls and do additional work with the SNAGazoo. The most important thing that
they will learn is the proper way to set the hands during their swing away. Be patient as
their advancement will be slower.

Station 5 - Launching (Red)
Your task will be to help each student with his or her circle building abilities. They will

have a natural instinct to swing down and “Hit” the ball as well as trying to lift it off the
tee. Stress the importance of working with the Snapper. The more they work on the
Snapper tasks and then transfer them back to using the club, the better. Remember to use
the word cues, “Baseball Swing, Dot Your Eye then Go!“
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Station 6 - Life Skills
This station is where you will discuss setting boundaries. It would be optimal if you

would draw a correlation between boundaries on the course and boundaries in life. Collect
their   handouts “This is Me” for you to get a better snapshot of each of them and what
they think of themselves. Have everyone in the class participate in some way. This is an
important segment in becoming a complete golfer.

Station 7 - Play
Have the students play with their same group again.  You should see that they are

observing all the safety rules and are making sure that it is safe to swing each time. Also
observe how they are playing each shot and if they are displaying the correct form. You
should line each sticky with cones or marker points depicting out-of bounds. This will help
illustrate material they will be learning during this session. It is also necessary for them to
keep score and post it with you when they finish.  Praise all the students for their efforts.
This will start to train them to post scores for handicaps and to track their own
improvement.
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Station 1-Game Management
1. Basic Procedures

• Discuss the outlined topics with all of the students present
• Include as many students as possible in the discussions
• Keep your discussions brief
• Assign reading or activity for next session
• Finish discussion by leading into life skills section

2. Set Up
• Choose an area where you and all of the students can discuss things undisturbed
• Have materials present before the session starts

3. Activities
• Collect all of the out-of-bounds drawings from the students

-Ask for volunteers to explain the rule (27)
• Make sure all of the students understand the rule
• Begin a discussion on why there are boundaries on the course

-Delineates the course property
-Helps speed up play (people would be looking for their balls everywhere)
-Prevent people from straying into unsafe areas

Distribute a handout at the end of the session that shows a golf hole with a lateral
water hazard and ask for each student to show the five options. They can find this in the
USGA rules of golf under rule 26. This will tie into the next sessions life skills topic of mak-
ing wise decisions

4. What to look for
• Student Interest
• Are they paying attention
• Do they understand the material
• Are they participating

Materials Needed
• Pictures of golf course features
• Enough copies of the USGA rules of golf for all of the students
• A handout consisting of a golf hole with boundaries for the next session
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place the ball on the ground with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow pointing towards the target.
• With both feet together and pointed at the ball (the student should be holding the club in his/her

palms), make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the roller head behind

the dot on the ball with the line on the roller aligned with the arrow on the ball. 
• Spread the feet to form a “Tall A” with the body.
• Point your elbows out to each side, making a “Wide Y” with the arms and club.
• Begin your stroke (initially using the hoop clock for a visual) by moving the club from 6 o’clock to 7

o’clock, then through to 5 o’clock in a smooth motion, “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) Rolleramas in an area 6’ apart (measuring from the

inside ends).
• Place cones down or mark points at 4’, 8’ and 12’ to identify

starting points for the activities.
• Place 1 roller, 5 balls and 1 roller brush at the first cone or

marking point for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for

safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively

rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Attach the roller brush properly and begin practicing the

brushing motion with the proper basic procedures away from
the ball and standing in the hoop clock.

• From the first cone, roll 5 balls towards the Rollerama with
the roller brush attached and the bristles extended below the
sole of the roller.

• From the first cone, roll 5 balls towards the Rollerama and
count the points.

• From the second cone, roll 5 balls towards the Rollerama and
count the points.

• From the third cone, roll 5 balls towards the Rollerama and count the points.
• Repeat in this order if time permits .

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the roller properly with 
the right grip pressure and the grip in the palms of both hands.
• Are they relaxed and flexed properly?”
• Are they comfortable making the “wide Y?”
• Are they using the roller brush properly?
• Are they making a consistent brushing motion?
• Are they responding to the word cues, “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc?”
• Are all the balls within the blue area of the Rollerama?

Equipment Needed
(4) Rollers
(4) Roller Brushes
(2) Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls
(6) Cones/Markers
(4) Hoop Clocks

Praise them if they 
keep the “Wide Y“ 
together during the 

entire stroke. 

Station 2 - Rolling



Station 3 - Chipping
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target.
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on top
pointing towards the target. 
• Make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” with both feet together
pointing to the ball on the launch pad (the student should be holding the club more in
his/her fingers).
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher
head behind the dot on the ball.
• Spread your feet to form a “Tall A” with the body.
• The target arm and club should form a straight line, “Long Y.”

• Begin your stroke (initially using the hoop clock as a visual) by moving the club from 6 o’clock
to 8 o’clock then through to 4 O’clock, “8 to 4- Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place 2 Rolleramas in an area 6’ apart (measuring from the inside ends)
• Place hoop clocks out for each student.
• Place cones down or mark points at 8’ and 12’ to identify starting
points for the activities.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for
each student..
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety
reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or
swinging!

3. Activities
• Toss 5 balls underhand towards the Rollerama, repeat.
• From the first cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the Rollerama and
count the points.
• From the second cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the Rollerama and
count the points.
• Repeat in this order if time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the 

right grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands. 
• Are they able to do the ready position?
• Are they comfortable making the “Long Y?”
• Are the balls flying a short distance and rolling the rest of the way?
• Are they responding to the word cues “8 to 4-Tic-Toc?”
• Are all of the balls getting to the Rollerama?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on top pointing towards

the target 
• Make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” with both feet together pointing to the

ball on the launch pad. (The student should be holding the club more in his/her fingers) 
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher head behind the

dot on the ball.
• Spread your feet  to form a “Tall A” with the body.
• The arms and club should form a “hanging-loose Y.”
• Swing the club (initially using the hoop clock as a visual) away and form an “L” by setting your wrists at the

9 o’clock position, swing through to the 3 o’clock position and hold the Y, “9L to 3, Hold the Y.”

2. Set Up
• Hang (2) bullseye targets 15’ apart.
• Mark a position 12‘ away from the bullseye targets with ample space

between each student.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 balls at the marking point for each stu-

dent.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Practice with the SNAGazoo making a “rear L” and swinging through holding the Y.
• Toss 5 balls underhand towards the bullseye target, repeat. 
• From the marking point, pitch 5 balls towards the bullseye target. 
• Repeat this if time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right grip

pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the “rear L” properly?
• Are they using the SNAGazoo properly?
• Are they comfortable making the “Hanging Y?“
• Are they responding to the word cues  “9L to 3, Hold the Y?“
• Are all the balls sticking to the bullseye target?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) SNAgazoos
(2) Bullseye Targets
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Hop Clocks

Have them make a
“rear L“ with the
SNAGazoo five 
times and the 

launcher 5 times.

Station 4 - Pitching
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Station 5 - Launching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target.
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on to pointing

towards the target.
• With both feet together and pointed at the ball on the launch pad (the student should be holding

the club in his/her fingers), make the proper hold. “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“ and “Dot your Eye“ by placing the bullseye on the launcher head

behind the dot on the ball.
• Spread the feet to form a “Tall A” with the body.
• The target arm and club should form a hanging loose  “Y.“
• You are now in the “Ready Position.”
• Do a SNAGgle, then start the swing, using the word cues “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then Go!”

2. Set Up
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad, 1 Snapper

and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for each
student

• Place hoop clocks at each station
• Make sure to have enough personal space

for each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other stu-

dents actively launching!

3. Activities
• Practice with the Snapper making circles above the head with only
the wrists, then making circles out in front of the body using the
hands, arms and shoulders. With the Snapper in the ready position
swing away touching the target knee to the rear knee the swing
through touching the rear knee to the target knee. Now swing away
and then swing through trying to pop the ribbon as the hands get
to the normal impact area.
• Introduce the snaggle by repeating the task above with the launcher.
• From the marking point, launch 5 balls towards any target.
• Repeat this if time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right grip pressure and the

grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the rear “L“ properly?
• Are they able to make circles with the Snapper?
• Are they responding to the word cues 

“Baseball Swing - Dot your eye, Then Go!“

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) Snappers
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Hoop Clocks

Make sure they stay
in the proper position
when trying to pop 

the Snapper.
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Format:  Discussion, worksheet, role-playing
Materials:  Students bring “This is Me!“ survey to discuss.

COACHING INSTRUCTION AND PROGRESSION

1. Ask students to point out different boundaries around the area.  
They may point out stations boundaries, basketball court lines, football field
sidelines or fences around the school: physical boundaries. 

2. Ask about boundaries for games like SNAG that are not “seen”- like safety
rules.

3. Ask why boundaries in games are important.  
So games can be played fair and with some way of measuring if a team is
successful- played within the rules and with the same conditions for both sides.
Teach students that boundaries give us order, fairness and safety. 

4. What happens when we don‘t play within the boundaries (or rules) of a
game or society?

5. Ask students what they think “personal” boundaries are.  
Really it’s the rules we make for our lives, what we choose to do each day, who
we allow into our lives, how we react and what we say.  While we are young,
our parents define our boundaries.  As we get older, we are given more freedom
and choices and create some of our own boundaries.  As adults we are
responsible for all our boundaries.

6. Lead the group in a discussion on what influences the boundaries we set
for ourselves.  

Our likes and dislikes, values, family and friends, influence our boundaries.
Society?  TV?

Establishing 
Personal Boundaries
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ACTIVITY SURVEY: “This Is Me”
•  Explain the purpose of the survey - to help students to identify who they are to

help them set boundaries for themselves based on their personalities, values,
their likes and dislikes.  When you understand what your values and beliefs are,
you then can better choose activities and friends.  You also know what you need
to be happy and feel safe and secure.  This is what helps to define your bound-
aries.)

•  Have students get out their surveys.

•  Have students look at it and see which of the things they wrote are facts and
which are beliefs.  Facts> physical self: boy or girl, eye color, skin color, the
things that cannot be changed. Beliefs are the ideas they have about them-
selves.  Emotions and circumstances can sometimes make us question our
beliefs.) 

•  Discuss the difference between facts (unchangeable) and beliefs (thoughts about
self and others).

•  Explain to students that when they know who they are and accept who they are
they can choose others who are similar in thoughts and beliefs as friends.  Late
elementary and middle school age children are extremely image conscience.
Physical appearance rates very high.  Discuss with students why they think this is
so important and if it should be the most important part to look for in finding
friends.

•  Have students take their surveys home and come up with the type person they
are; what‘s fun to them, what values they like in others for friends, how they like
to be treated by friends and what is most important to them in those close to
them.  Have each student list three important boundaries they have.

•  Discuss situations where students had their boundaries challenged and what
they did. 

•  Close with helping students to understand that when they know themselves
then they can set boundaries and let others set theirs. We all are different so our
boundaries will be different.

Station 6 - Life Skills
continued
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Station 6 - Life Skills
continued

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

Personal Freedoms
Discuss with students their rights.  In setting boundaries, it is important for each
person to know where lines can be drawn and how to draw them.  In other words,
discovering what they are free to do and not do.  These are the personal freedoms
that help each of us set right boundaries for ourselves.  Go through the following
“personal freedoms“ that children have.  Then lead a discussion on ways to refuse
someone effectively who may be trying to take these away.

1. I am free to speak my mind and express my feelings in healthy ways.
• I can listen with an open mind and take my turn in responding with my thoughts

and beliefs. 
2. I am free to be safe in my life.

• I can set strong boundaries and make decisions that keep me out of harms way each
day.

3. I am free to learn.
• I have the freedom to work hard, achieve and improve my life.

4. I am free to enjoy my life and surround myself with people who care for my
well-being.

• I can refuse relationships with people who bring me down and discourage me.
5. I am free to say “No.”

• I can say “No” to anyone who is pressuring me to say or do something that is not
right for me.

6. I am free to be respected.
• I can expect to be treated fairly and justly. 



Station 6 - Life Skills
continued

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

Enforcing Your Freedoms
Discuss with students the effective and ineffective ways they behave that leads

to having their personal freedoms respected (or not) by others.

INEFFECTIVE
Weak Style

1. Actions are unsure and unclear: body language is slumped and eye contact is
avoided.

2. Act nervous.
3. Follow the crowd even when you know it is not for you.
4. Hang around others who pressure you and make you uncomfortable.

Aggressive Style
1. Ignore freedoms of others.
2. Bring others down with sarcasm and “putdowns.”
3. Speak with an angry, loud voice: body language is intimidating and stiff by

leaning forward or being rough and forceful.  Staring is the form of eye con-
tact used.

EFFECTIVE
Confident Style

1. Speaks mind - your body language is open by standing up straight and main-
taining good eye contact while expressing self.

2. Is not threatened by opposing ideas or viewpoints.
3. Listens and respects others while clearly stating personal views and ideas.
4. Recognizes when someone is pressuring you and not respecting your wishes:

sure of self and able to uphold personal boundaries.

ADDITIONAL TOOLS FOR MAINTAINING BOUNDARIES 
AND PERSONAL FREEDOMS
To aid students in resisting pressures from others, lead a discussion on the tools
they can use to maintain their boundaries and not give in.

1. Avoid those who do not respect their boundaries.
2. Leave.
3. Use broken record: keep saying “NO.”
4. Redirect: change the subject to something else.
5. State reason or “personal freedom” established used in making choice.
6. Surround self with those who support and believe in personal well-being. 
7. Avoid trouble spots.
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Station 6 - Life Skills
continued

Station 6 - Life Skills
continued
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ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
• GROUP DISCUSSION: Identify the boundaries for SNAG and golf.  Lead students

in a discussion on the various rules and regulations for golf.  Include rules of play
along with etiquette and the types of behaviors that are expected on the golf
course.  How do they differ from other sports?  Personal integrity is essential to
fair play because often there is no one around when the rules need to be
enforced.  Discuss the aspect of playing golf and maintaining personal
boundaries. What problems can arise when everyone is accountable for his or
her own game?

SMALL GROUP: Have students think about the survey and what kind of person
they are.  In their minds they know things that are wrong.  Have them think
about setting mental boundaries that are the rules they have made for
themselves.  Have them think about the boundaries their parents have for them.
With friends in small groups, have students discuss the difference between the
boundaries they have for themselves and the ones their parents have for them
and why we have these boundaries.   What will they change when they become
adults about their current boundaries?  Why have boundaries?  After a few
minutes, ask for volunteers to share with the class what their group discussed.

ROLE PLAY: What are ways to handle others who are breaking down set bound-
aries?  Discuss positive and negative ways: anger, fighting, giving in, walking
away, choosing other friends, avoiding areas or people, communication.

1. Select students (comfortable with performing) to be the actors for the skit.  
2. Decide on the roles each one will have.
3. Set the stage: Where - home situation, at school, golf course . . .

What - what is happening: brief everyday stuff kids might face.
Who are the characters - give each a role and a personality.

4. Give them 5 minutes to rehearse in private.  Allow them to do it twice, once
handling the situation poorly and then correctly.

5. Have them act it out.
6. Others observe and try to identify the healthy and unhealthy ways situations

were handled.



1. Basic Information
• Have the players play with their same color group.
• Have them start on their color sticky each session.
• Have them post their scores with you upon completion.
• Make them responsible for their etiquette and actions.
• Constantly remind them about safety.

2. Set Up
• Set up four or more stickys prior to the session starting.
• Identify each sticky with the same colors as in the practice stations.
• Design them to be of various lengths.
• Start out easy and increase the difficulty as they progress through each session.
• Keep your playing paths wide enough for safety.
• Choose relatively flat areas for the short stuff.
• Create the short stuff by using clothesline.
• Introduce boundaries around each sticky.
• This will reinforce the life skills section of this session.

3. Activities
• The play format for this session is best ball of the foursome.

- The lowest score from each group with everyone playing their own ball.
- Have each group play every sticky and the lowest score from each group counts.
- Add up the scores at the end of the round.

4. What to look for
• Student Playing Abilities.
• Are they paying attention to the personal space of other players?
• Do they understand how to play the game?
• Are they demonstrating the different shots with the word cues effectively?
• Are they improving?
• Are they having fun?

Equipment Needed
8 Launchers
8 Rollers
8 Launch Pads
4 or more Flagstickys
16 SNAG balls
Cones / marking materials
Clothesline

Station 7 - Play
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This session will be a review of session 2. The students have now been introduced to
the complete game and experienced breaking down each whole skill into its parts. They
should have grasped the skill concept at each station and remember it through the word
cues. You will now help them to understand the concepts even better in this session. You
will be observing each student to make sure that they are using the word cues and are
making the correct forms that they relate to.  This is the last session where they will use
the Rollerama. With the start of the next session, they will be using the flagsticky. You will
also be making your first assessment of each of their skills at the conclusion.

Station 1 - Game Management
In the last session you introduced them to the rule pertaining to out-of-bounds (27).

You sent them home to study the rule on water hazards (26) and specifically the 5 options
that pertain to a lateral water hazard. Now discuss this rule and the diagram showing their
options. In your discussions of the 5 options, you will be able to draw a correlation
between this rule and making wise decisions in station 6 of this session. This life skill
session will discuss decisions and their consequences. 

Station 2 - Rolling (Blue)
Start this session with each of the students rolling from the first cone or marking point.
You will want to observe early if they are using the word cues correctly and do the brush-
ing motion correctly without the aid of the roller brush. You should see marked improve-
ment over last session and all the balls within the blue area of the Rollerama from any dis-
tance. If any of the students need help, have them use the roller brush repeatedly.

Station 3 - Chipping (Green)
In this session you will need to observe whether the students are able to form their

“Long Y” and maintain its form during the chipping stroke. It is important that they follow
the word cue “8 to 4” as you do not want them to stop at impact. The students will need
to keep experimenting on their own to consistently feel the correct amount of force to do
this skill properly. You should see fewer inconsistencies as to rhythm and using the “Long
Y” properly. 

Station 4 - Pitching (Yellow)
Progress will be slow at this station for most of your students. You will notice that the

concept of making the “rear L” and “holding the Y” is very difficult for them. You may
observe some of your students “picking up the club and chopping down” instead of
circling away to 9 and making an “L”. Once again, be patient as they should make
measurable progress from now on.

Station 5 - Launching (Red)
You should see your students circle building abilities improve. They should now have

grasped the concept of swinging in a circular motion instead of up and down. Continue to
help them hone the correct form and swing. For the students who are still having
difficulty, continue the use of the snapper as this will develop the necessary motor skills.
Continue to use the SNAGgle with the Launcher.“
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Station 6 - Life Skills
In this session you will be introducing how to make decisions. Discuss the basic

concepts of making decisions and the consequences that relate to them. You will pass out
a worksheet for all of the students to fill out. Discuss their answers as this will stretch their
minds and help them to understand every thing related to making the best decision. You
will need to pick an argument with one of the students to illustrate the next session’s topic
of conflict resolution. This will give them time to think about it before the next session.

Station 7 - Play
Have the students play with their same group again.  You should see that they are

observing all the safety rules and are making sure that it is safe to swing each time. Also
observe how they are playing each shot and if they are displaying the correct form. You
should insert each sticky with different objects depicting obstacles and hazards. This will
help illustrate decision making they will be applying during this session. It is also necessary
to keep score and post it with you when they finish.  Praise all the students for their efforts.
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• Discuss the outlined topics with all of the students present.
• Include as many students as possible in the discussions.
• Keep your discussions brief.
• Assign reading or activity for next session.
• Finish discussion by leading into life skills section.

2. Set Up
• Choose an area where you and all of the students can discuss things undisturbed.
• Have materials present before the session starts.

3. Activities
• Discuss the 4 B’s relating to golf etiquette.

Be Quiet - Allow others to concentrate during their shot.
Be Considerate - Do not do anything to distract a player when they are making a

shot.
Be Aware - Of the other players’ positions for safety reasons.
Be Helpful - If another player needs to find his ball or needs other assistance.

• Collect all of the lateral water hazard drawings from the students.
• Ask for volunteers to explain the rule (26) - the lateral hazard rule.

Make sure all of the students understand the rule.
• Begin a discussion on the five options that a player has pertaining to this rule.

1. Play the ball where it lies.
2. Drop a ball, with a one-stroke penalty as close to the spot where you hit your last

shot, no nearer to the hole.
3. Determine the spot where your ball last crossed the boundary of the hazard.

Imagine a straight line that goes from the hole to that spot. Continue to extend
the line straight back from that spot to behind the water hazard going as far as
you like then dropping your ball and incurring a one stroke penalty.

4. Drop a ball, with a one-stroke penalty outside of the water hazard and within
two club lengths of where the ball last crossed the boundary of the water
hazard, no closer to the hole.

5. Find a spot on the opposite side of the water hazard where your ball last crossed
the boundary of the water hazard. This spot must be an equal distance from the
hole, no closer. Drop a ball outside the water hazard within two club lengths of
this spot and incur a one-stroke penalty.

• Have the students read and understand the rule on ball movement (18) for the next
session.

4. What to look for
• Student Interest.
• Are they paying attention?
• Do they understand the material?
• Are they participating?

Materials Needed
• Previous sessions handouts.
• Each student’s copy of the USGA’s rules of golf.

Station 1-Game Management
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place the ball on the ground with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow pointing towards the target.
• With both feet together and pointed at the ball (the student should be holding the club in his/her

palms), make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the roller head behind

the dot on the ball with the line on the roller aligned with the arrow on the ball. 
• Take a small side-step with the target foot, then a small side-step with the rear foot to form a “Tall A”

with the body.
• Point your elbows out to each side, making a “Wide Y” with the arms and club.
• You are now in the “Ready Position.”
• Begin your stroke (initially using the hoop clock for a visual) by

moving the club from 6 o’clock to 7 o’clock, then through to 5
o’clock in a smooth motion, “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) Rolleramas in an area 6’ apart (measuring from the

inside ends).
• Place cones down or mark points at 6’, 10’ and 15’ to

identify starting points for the activities.
• Place 1 roller, 5 balls and 1 roller brush at the first cone or

marking point for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for

safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively

rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, roll 5 balls towards the Rollerama and

count the points.
• From the second cone, roll 5 balls towards the Rollerama

and count the points.
• From the third cone, roll 5 balls towards the Rollerama and

count the points.
• Repeat in this order if time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the roller properly

with the right grip pressure and the grip in the palms of both
hands.

• Are they relaxed and flexed properly?
• Are they comfortable making the “wide Y?”
• Are they using the roller brush properly?
• Are they making a consistent brushing motion?
• Are they responding to the word cues, “Brush 7 to 5 - Tic Toc?”
• Are all the balls within the blue area of the Rollerama?

Equipment Needed
(4) Rollers
(4) Roller Brushes
(2) Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls
(6) Cones/Markers
(4) Hoop Clocks

Station 2 - Rolling

Keep reminding 
the students to relax

when making 
their strokes
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Station 3 - Chipping
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target.
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on top
pointing towards the target. 
• Make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” with both feet togeth-
er pointing to the ball on the launch pad (the student should be holding the club more in
his/her fingers).
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher
head behind the dot on the ball.
• Spread your feet to form a “Tall A” with the body.
• The target arm and club should form a straight line, “Long Y.”

• Begin your stroke (initially using the hoop clock as a visual) by moving the club from 6 o’clock
to 8 o’clock then through to 4 O’clock, “8 to 4- Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) Rolleramas in an area 6’ apart (measuring from the inside
ends).
• Place hoop clocks out for each student.
• Place cones down or mark points at 8’ and 12’ to identify starting
points for the activities.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for
each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety reasons.

• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Toss 5 balls underhand towards the Rollerama, repeat.
• From the first cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the Rollerama and count
the points.
• From the second cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the Rollerama and
count the points.
• Repeat in this order if time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right grip pressure and the

grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they chipping with the right form?
• Are they comfortable making the “Long Y?”
• Are the balls flying a short distance and rolling the rest of the way?
• Are they responding to the word cues “Brush 8 to 4,

Tic-Toc?”
• Are all the balls sticking to the Rollerama?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls

Make sure they 
have the correct grip
pressure when making

their stroke. 
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on top pointing

towards the target 
• Make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” with both feet together point-

ing to the ball on the launch pad. (The student should be holding the club more in his/her fingers) 
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher head

behind the dot on the ball.
• Take a small side step with the target foot and then a small side step with the rear foot to form a

“Tall A” with the body.
• The arms and club should form a “hanging-loose Y.”
• Swing the club (initially using the hoop clock as a visual) away and form an “L” by setting your

wrists at the 9 o’clock position, swing through to the 3 o’clock position and hold the Y, “9L to 3, Hold the Y.”

2. Set Up
• Lay (2) bullseye targets 5’ apart.
• Mark a position 20’ away from the bullseye targets with ample space

between each student.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 balls at the marking point for each

student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Practice with the SNAGazoo making a “rear L” and swinging through

“holding the Y.”
• Toss 5 balls underhand towards the bullseye target, repeat.
• With the Launcher, pitch 5 balls towards the bullseye target.
• Repeat this if time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right

grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the “rear L” properly?
• Are they using the SNAGazoo properly?
• Are they comfortable making the “Hanging Y?”
• Are they responding to the word cues “9L to 3, Hold the Y?”
• Are any of the balls sticking to the bullseye target?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) SNAGazoos
(2) Bullseye Targets
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Hoop Clocks

Holding the Y is 
like holding a spatula
with a pancake on 
it, aimed at the 

target.

Station 4 - Pitching
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Station 5 - Launching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target.
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on to
pointing towards the target.
• With both feet together and pointed at the ball on the launch pad (the student should be
holding the club in his/her fingers), make the proper hold. “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on
Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher
head behind the dot on the ball.
• Take a small side-step with the target foot and then a big side-step with the rear foot  to
form a “Tall A” with the body.

• The target arm and club should form a hanging loose  “Y.”
• Do a SNAGgle, then start the swing, using the word cues “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then Go!”

2. Set Up
• Scatter hoops in open area, 80’ away. Set up 4 markers 10’ apart.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad, 1 Snapper and 5 SNAG balls at the
first cone for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety
reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other  students actively launching!

3. Activities
• Practice with the Snapper making circles above

the head with only the wrists, then making circles
out in front of the body using the hands, arms and
shoulders. With the Snapper in the ready position
swing away touching the target knee to the rear
knee the swing through touching the rear knee to
the target knee. Now swing away and then swing
through trying to pop the ribbon as the hands get
to the normal impact area.

• Introduce the snaggle by using the launcher to the above: “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then
Go!”

• From the marking point, launch 5 balls towards any target.
• Repeat this if time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the 

right grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the rear “L“ properly?
• Are they able to make circles with the Snapper?
• Are they touching their knees correctly using the Snapper?
• Are they responding to the word cues “Baseball Swing - Dot your eye, Then Go!“

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) Snappers

Remind students to
swing with power but

not “full speed.”  
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Format: Discussion
Materials: Pencil & “Making Decisions” Worksheet

COACHING INSTRUCTION AND PROGRESSION

1. Lead a discussion with students on what daily decisions they make. 
What to wear, what to eat, etc.  These are easy decisions most of the time.

2. Name some more important decisions each of us makes. 
Choosing friends, joining a team or a club, resisting or giving into peer pressure.
Each of us decides on these things by considering the choices.  

3. Ask students what decisions they made during class playing SNAG.

4. Explain and discuss the consequences that go with our choices.  
All choices have consequences. In thinking through the choice and considering
the possible consequences, decisions can be made easier. Consequences can be
small or very big. Discuss the difference. The larger the consequence the more
important the decision. For, example, compare the consequence of choosing
not to bring your homework in and choosing to steal something from a store.  

5. Ask students what consequences could happen if someone 
decided not to follow safety rules in SNAG.

Making a wise decision is a skill and is learned. We all make poor decisions and
suffer the consequences. Hopefully, in looking at the choices that carry big con-
sequences we will make wise decisions. 

Station 6 - Life Skills

Making Wise Decisions
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ACTIVITY WORKSHEET: 
“Making Decisions”
• Hand out the “Making Decisions” worksheet and go over it with the students.  

• Select a decision for your students to work through such as: What they will eat
for lunch if given their choice.

• Ask for volunteers to discuss what they came up with.
When making decisions unexpected things may happen.  However, the more
you think through the decision, think about the choices and the consequences,
the more you prepare yourself for the results.  You can always learn from a
result, good or bad. 

• Discuss with students what is it about their decisions they control and what is it
that they don‘t control. 

(We control our actions and our attitudes.  We do not control what others will
do or how they feel as a result of our decisions.  Help students to understand
that when they consider their values, their boundaries of right and good, that
should help shape their decisions.  Ultimately the decision maker is responsible
for the choices and consequences.) 

• Finally, discuss how students can choose when there are many good choices.
How do you find the best choice?  Consider your values and boundaries.

Station 6 - Life Skills
continued
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1. IDENTIFY THE DECISION TO BE MADE

2. THINK ABOUT THE CHOICES.
(The number of choices can vary from one to many.)

3. THINK ABOUT THE CONSEQUENCE OF THAT CHOICE. 
(A consequence is always attached to every choice.)

4. THINK ABOUT YOUR BOUNDARIES.
(Does the choice line up with my values and beliefs?)

5. SELECT A CHOICE, TAKE ACTION AND COMMIT.

6. CONSIDER THE RESULTS OF YOUR DECISION.
• Wise Decision- Good Experience (yeah!)
• Good Decision- Bad Experience (when the unexpected happens)
• Bad Decision- Bad Experience (learn from it)

Remember: Your decision is your responsibility.  You own the consequence.

Making Decisions
5 STEPS TO MAKING WISE DECISIONS

DECISION

CHOICE 2 CHOICE 3CHOICE 1

CONSEQUENCE CONSEQUENCECONSEQUENCE

FIT MY BOUNDARIES?

DECISION MADE: CHOICE #_____

RESULT

FIT MY BOUNDARIES?FIT MY BOUNDARIES?

 



Performance Standards

N - Needs Improvement

W - Working On

AC - Achievement

Has not demonstrated the understanding or LIFE SKILLS
appropriate to developmental age.

Is working on and progressing in understanding and LIFE
SKILLS appropriate to developmental age.

Has achieved objectives in understanding and
demonstrates LIFE SKILLS consistently appropriate to
developmental age.

The sports skills portion of the curriculum standards is evaluated based on the
established developmental stages of student growth and performance.  To better
determine each student‘s actual performance level in accordance with his or her
developmental age, three levels of skill proficiency have been established.  These levels
of proficiency will provide the evaluator with information on how well a student is
actually performing a skill. 

SKILL ASSESSMENT LEVELS

The objectives in the knowledge and LIFE SKILLS areas can be measured by using
the standards below.  Make sure your expectations are age appropriate.  

LEVELS OF COGNITIVE AND PERSONAL GROWTH

Knowledge & Life Skills Attainment

I - Inconsistent

R - Repetition

AP - Application

Unable to repeat a skill in the same way twice.
Performance of skill is awkward and frequently incorrect.

Performance of a skill is more smooth and consistent.
Correct execution is more frequent.  
Intense concentration is necessary to execute skill.

Correct performance of skill becomes more automatic.
Skill can be utilized in various situations and in games.

Assessment
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Use this chart to assess the basic motor skills, knowledge and LIFE SKILLS for SNAG.  For motor skills, have
the student perform the skill-parts and assess ability as detailed in Performance Standards information.For
knowledge and LIFE SKILLS, use the Attainment Standards to measure level of achievement. 

Assessment Chart

Name

Left on
Yellow,
Glue
em!

Right
on Red

Bow to
the
ball,
Bend
knees

Arms
form
“Y“

Body
forms
“A“

Dot
Your
Eye

Stroke

ROLL

Stroke

CHIP

Swing

PITCH

Swing

LAUNCH

Concepts

Rules  

Etiquette

Life
Skills

MOTOR SKILLS
I - Inconsistent Unable to repeat a skill in the same way twice.
R - Repetition Performance of a skill is more smooth and consistent
AP - Application Correct performance of skill becomes more automatic. Skill can be utilized in 

various situations and in games.

KNOWLEDGE AND LIFE SKILLS
N - Needs Improvement      Has not demonstrated the understanding or LIFE SKILLS  appropriate to 

developmental age.
W - Working On Is working on and progressing in understanding and LIFE SKILLS appropriate to 

developmental age.
AC - Achievement Has achieved objectives in understanding and demonstrates LIFE SKILLS 

consistently appropriate to developmental age.

 



1. Basic Information
• Have the players play with their same color group.
• Have them start on their color sticky each session.
• Have them post their scores with you upon completion.
• Make them responsible for their etiquette and actions.
• Constantly remind them about safety.

2. Set Up
• Set up four or more stickys prior to the session starting.
• Identify each sticky with the same colors as in the practice stations.
• Design them to be of various lengths.
• Start out easy and increase the difficulty as they progress through each session.
• Keep your playing paths wide enough for safety.
• Choose relatively flat areas for the short stuff.
• Create the short stuff by using clothesline.
• Tighten the boundaries around each sticky.

3. Activities
The play format for this session is best ball (Scramble).

-Every player starts a sticky by launching a ball. They select the best one and from there they
all play again selecting the best one again. This process is repeated until they SNAG out.
The group with the lowest number of points at the end wins.

-This format will reinforce the section on decision making as they have to make continuous
selections.

• Place different obstacles on each of the stickys to emphasize the importance of making the
right decisions.

-They will need to practice course management.
- Observe those that demonstrate the ability to use strategy 

4. What to look for
• Student Playing Abilities?
• Are they paying attention to the personal space of other players?
• Do they understand how to play the game?
• Are they demonstrating the different shots effectively?
• Do they understand playing a team concept?
• Are they having fun?

Equipment Needed
8 Launchers
8 Rollers
8 Launch Pads
4 or more Flagstickys
16 SNAG balls
Cones / marking materials
Clothesline

Station 7 - Play
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Goals & Objectives

In this session you will be changing from the Rollerama to the flagsticky for rolling,
chipping and playing. The student has experienced success scoring points on the
Rollerama and will now be experiencing the consequences of missing a smaller target.
They will become more distance and accuracy focused as a result of this target change.
You will also eliminate the hoop clocks for rolling and chipping and use them for launch-
ing targets. The students will adapt quickly to the changes being made. Continue to praise
their efforts.

Station 1 - Game Management
In the last session you introduced them to the rule pertaining to water hazards (26).

Now discuss the rule pertaining to ball movement (18) and the different circumstances
that cause and do not cause a penalty. End the discussion on what would you do if one
player said your ball moved and you do not think it did. This will lead into the section on
conflict resolution later in this session.

Station 2 - Rolling (Blue)
This is their first attempt at a circular target. You will be pleased with their ability to

tighten their patterns. Start close to the flagsticky and move away from it in smaller incre-
ments, as you want them to experience success. Continue to watch their form to see if
they are comfortable and relaxed. Praise their first efforts with this new target.

Station 3 - Chipping (Green)
You are also introducing the flagsticky at this station. Place hoops or clothesline around

the flagstickys to give the student an acceptable area for success. Continue to stress the
basics of maintaining the “Long Y” during the stroke. Observe each student‘s ability to
adapt to the new target and the more precise distance requirements.

Station 4 - Pitching (Yellow)
You should have seen some incremental improvement from all of the students the last

three sessions. Continue to help them perfect forming the rear L and the feel of holding
the Y. Continue to stress that this swing is also circular and they are not to chop down on
the ball.

Station 5 - Launching (Red)
You should see your students circle building abilities continuing to improve. They

should now have grasped the concept of swinging in a circular motion instead of up and
down. Continue to help them hone the correct form and swing. They should also be mak-
ing a snaggle before each swing. Introduce hoops in the landing area or launching at the
“Sticky Man.“

Station 6 - Life Skills
In this session you will be introducing conflict resolution. Discuss the basics of what

conflict is and follow the discussion with questions and activities. You should also be able
to interject qualities that make a good person and golfer like honor and integrity. End the
discussion on how this type of situation can cause stress. Coping with stress will be the
next session’s topic.
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Station 7 - Play

Have the students play with their same group again.  You should see that they are
observing all the safety rules and are making sure that it is safe to swing each time. Also
observe how they are playing each shot and if they are displaying the correct form.  Have
them play a best ball (“Best Buds”) format where each student launches a ball and they
select the best shot and play their next shot from there. They repeat this procedure until
they SNAG out. Continue to praise them as they are gaining confidence with each new
session. 
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• Discuss the outlined topics with all of the students present.
• Include as many students as possible in the discussions.
• Keep your discussions brief.
• Assign reading or activity for next session.
• Finish discussion by leading into life skills section.

2. Set Up
• Choose an area where you and all of the students can discuss things undisturbed.
• Have materials present before the session starts.

3. Activities
• Start the discussion on the rule pertaining to ball movement (18)

-Discuss the ways the ball can move without a penalty.
-Discuss the ways you are penalized if your ball moves.

• Start a discussion with a topic of cheating: What would happen if someone said your
ball moved and you said it didn‘t? This will tie into the life skills topic of conflict
resolution.

• Hand out a drawing depicting an unplayable jlie and have the students study and
return with it for the next session.

4. What to look for
• Student Interest?
• Are they paying attention?
• Do they understand the material?
• Are they participating?
• Do they see the association between golf rules and life?

Materials Needed
• Previous sessions handouts.
• Each student’s copy of the USGA’s rules of golf.

Station 1-Game Management
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place the ball on the ground with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow pointing towards the

target.
• With both feet together and pointed at the ball (the student should be holding the club in his/her

palms), make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the roller head behind

the dot on the ball with the line on the roller aligned with the arrow on the ball. 
• Take a small side-step with the target foot, then a small side-step with the rear foot to form a “Tall

A” with the body.
• Point your elbows out to each side, making a “Wide Y” with the

arms and club.
• You are now in the “Ready Position.”
• Begin your stroke (initially using the hoop clock for a visual) by

moving the club from 6 o’clock to 7 o’clock, then through to 5
o’clock in a smooth motion, “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) flagstickys in an area 6’ apart (measuring from the

inside ends)
• Place cones down or mark points at 3’, 5’ and 8’ to identify

starting points for the activities
• Place 1 roller and 5 balls at the first cone or marking point for

each student
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for

safety reasons
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively

rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, roll 5 balls towards the flagsticky.
• From the second cone, roll 5 balls towards the flagsticky.
• From the third cone, roll 5 balls towards the flagsticky.
• Repeat in this order if time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the roller properly

with the right grip pressure and the grip in the palms
of both hands.

• Are they relaxed and flexed properly?
• Are they comfortable making the “wide Y?”
• Are they using the roller brush properly?
• Are they making a consistent brushing motion?
• Are they responding to the word cues,  “Brush 7 to 5, Tic-Toc?”

Equipment Needed
(4) Rollers
(4) Roller Brushes
(2) Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls
(6) Cones/Markers

Station 2 - Rolling

Look for and praise 
proper technique- 

“wide Y” and smooth
stroke.
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Station 3 - Chipping
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target.
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on top

pointing towards the target. 
• Make the proper hold with "Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” with both feet together

pointing to the ball on the launch pad (the student should be holding the club more in his/her
fingers).

• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher head
behind the dot on the ball.

• Take a small side step withthe target foot and no step with the rear foot to form a “Tall A” with
the body.

• The target arm and club should form a straight line, “Long Y.”
• Begin your stroke (initially using the hoop clock as a visual) by moving the club from 6 o’clock

to 8 o’clock then through to 4 o’clock, “8 to 4- Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) flagstickys in an area 6‘ apart (measuring from the inside ends)
• Place cones down or mark points at 10‘, 15‘and 20‘ to identify starting
points for the activities.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 balls at the first cone or marking
point for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for 
safety reasons.

• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, chip 5 balls towards the flagsticky. 
• From the second cone, chip 5 balls towards the flagsticky.
• From the third cone, chip 5 balls towards the flagsticky.
• Repeat in this order if time permits. 

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right grip pressure and the

grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they chipping with the right form?
• Are they comfortable making the “Long Y?”
• Are the balls flying a short distance and rolling the rest of the way?
• Are they responding to the word cues “8 to 4, Tic-Toc?”
• Are any of the balls sticking to the flagsticky?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls
(8) Cones/Markers

Remind students of
club swing from “8 to
4”-short stroke and

low ball flight.
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on top pointing towards

the target 
• Make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” with both feet together pointing to the

ball on the launch pad. (The student should be holding the club more in his/her fingers) 
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher head behind the

dot on the ball.
• Take a small side step with the target foot and then a small side step with the rear foot to form a “Tall A”

with the body.
• The arms and club should form a “hanging-loose Y.”
• Swing the club (initially using the hoop clock as a visual) away and form an “L” by setting your wrists at the

9 o’clock position, swing through to the 3 o’clock position and hold the Y, “9L to 3, Hold the Y.”

2. Set Up
• Lay (2) bullseye targets 5’ apart.
• Mark a position 20’ away from the bullseye targets with ample space

between each student.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 balls at the marking point for each

student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety

reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or

swinging!

3. Activities
• Practice with the SNAGazoo making a “rear L“ and swinging through

“holding the Y.”
• Toss 5 balls underhand towards the bullseye target, repeat.
• From the marking point, pitch 5 balls towards the bullseye target.
• Repeat this if time permits .

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right

grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the rear “L” properly?
• Are they using the SNAGazoo properly?
• Are they comfortable “holding the  Y” at 3 o’clock
• Are they responding to the word cues  “9L to 3, Hold the Y”
• Are any of the balls sticking to the bullseye target?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) SNAGazoos
(2) Bullseye Targets
(20) SNAG balls

Holding the Y is 
like holding a spatula
with a pancake on 
it, aimed at the 

target.
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Station 5 - Launching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target.
• Place the ball on the Launch Pad tee with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on to pointing

towards the target.
• With both feet together and pointed at the ball on the launch pad (the student should be holding

the club in his/her fingers), make the proper hold. “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“” and “Dot your Eye” by placing the bullseye on the launcher head

behind the dot on the ball.
• Take a small side-step with the target foot and then a big side-step with the rear foot  to form a “Tall

A” with the body.
• The target arm and club should form a hanging loose  “Y.”
• You are now in the “Ready Position.”
• Do a SNAGgle, then start the swing, using the word cues “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then Go!”

2. Set Up
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad, 1 Snapper

and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for each
student.

• Make sure to have enough personal space
for each child for safety reasons.

• Do not let students stand behind other
students actively launching!

3. Activities
• Have the student make a snaggle before each launch. He should
respond to the word cue “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then Go!”
• From the marking point, launch 5 balls towards the hoops or the
“Sticky Man.”
• Repeat exercise as time permits.

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the 

right grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the rear “L” properly?

• Are they using the Snapper properly?
• Are they responding to the word cues 

“Baseball Swing - Dot your eye, Then Go?”

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) Snappers
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Hoops
(50’) Clothesline

Make sure they stay
in the proper position
when trying to pop the

Snapper.
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Format: Discussion & Role Play
Materials: None

COACHING INSTRUCTION AND PROGRESSION

1. Ask students what “conflict“ means.
2. Lead students in a discussion on what causes conflicts.  

When people strongly disagree about something it can cause a conflict.
Conflicts are problems that cause anger and can build resentment.  

3. Ask students how conflicts harm people. 
Unresolved conflicts cause anger and resentment to build up inside someone.
When that happens, the person carrying that anger becomes unhappy and
those feelings carry over into other areas of life.  This can cause them to act
angry at someone or something that really isn’t the problem.  This can also
lead to violent behavior.  Ask for examples. Sometimes, an unhappy person has
angry feelings from something that happened a long time ago.  They may not
remember what caused it. 

4. Lead students through the steps to resolve conflicts:
1st-Try to understand the other persons point of view- LISTEN

(Try to understand the other person’s side, even if you do not agree.  Listening is showing that
you value them and their opinion or perspective.)

2nd-Avoid negative comments or putdowns- BE TOLERANT
(An open mind allows us to understand more clearly the whole picture.  When you respect
where the other person is “coming from“, you can help them to better understand you.)  

3rd-Communicate your ideas and thoughts with respect- INFORM
(As you were patient with them and listened, be clear in how you say what you want to com-
municate.  Expect the same consideration you gave.)

4th-Work toward a solution that will work for both- WIN-WIN
(If possible the best solution is a win-win, where both consider the problem from both sides and
each may gain something from it.)

5th- Make a decision or wait- DECIDE or DELAY
(Decide on a solution.  You both may win, or you may have to agree to disagree and move on.
Another option is to wait, or delay the discussion if one or both people are angry, hurt or con-
fused.  When two people in conflict are very upset, the thinking is not very clear or wise because
the emotions get in the way.  Its best to wait until both are calm and can think clearly. )

5. Have students role play one of the activities provided or come up with one
of your own that fits well with your students.  

6. Watch for class-time opportunities to help students work through conflicts.

Station 6 - Life Skills

Resolving Conflicts
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Role Play/Discussion: 
1. You and some friends are playing a game of SNAG or golf.  Everyone is keeping

his or her own score.  One of the players is cheating on his score and lying
about it.  The more it goes on the more angry you get.  You choose to say
nothing during the round.  He announces his score at the end of play.  He
“wins” because he cheated.  This makes more angry.  What do you do work out
your anger and resolve the conflict?  

2. Your older brother picks on you when your parents are not around.  When your
parents are around he does not do anything, so they cannot see that there is a
problem.  Show a poor way to handle the conflict and a good way.

3. You are new to a school and some kids in your class are making fun of you.  It
makes you angry and not want to go to school at all.  What are possible solu-
tions to the problems this is causing you?

• Have students come up with their own scenarios and play them out.  Discuss
inappropriate and appropriate ways to handle each of the conflicts discussed
and played out.

• Remind students that they may need outside help or may ask the opinions of
someone they respect to help them. 

• Also, students may “DELAY” right away and walk away.  Teach students to eval-
uate the problem for a minute and decide if it is theirs to begin with.  Sometimes
the conflict may be with someone who is trying to involve another in his or her
problem.  The solution then is to let them own it and resolve it for themselves.  

Station 6 - Life Skills
continued
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Station 6 - Life Skills
continued

ACTIVE LISTENING ACTIVITY
Many times a conflict arises because of miscommunication or a

misunderstanding.  Have students practice “active listening.“ Active listening
is a skill necessary for resolving conflicts.

1. Students work in groups of three: one is the speaker, one is the listener and the third
person observes the listener.

2. The speaker tells of an event that has recently happened in his/her life, what happen in
a ball game, an argument they had or some news they heard about.  

3. The listener’s role is to actively listen to the speaker.  This means he/she  maintains eye
contact the entire time, nods or sends other non-verbal cues while listening and may ask
one or two clarifying questions if confused.  The interruptions must be minimal.  The
focus is on the speaker and the story not the listener.

4. The observer identifies good and bad active listening techniques.  
Good: eye contact, body language and nonverbal cues are open and the listener

appears interested, interruptions are few and keep the focus on the speaker’s story.  
Bad: does not maintain eye contact, body language shows a lack of interest, and lis-

tener interrupts with his/her own experience or interrupts a lot.

5. When the speaker is finished, the listener repeats the story back using his/her own
words.  For example, the listener might say, “So your saying that...“ or “If I heard you
right, your saying...“ or “Wow, it sounds as if you were really frustrated (angry, thrilled,
etc.) with....“

6. The observer tells the listener what he/she observed as good and bad listening tech-
nique.

7. Have students switch roles and repeat the process.
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1. Basic Information
• Have the players play with their same color group.
• Have them start on their color sticky each session.
• Have them post their scores with you upon completion.
• Make them responsible for their etiquette and actions.
• Constantly remind them about safety.

2. Set Up
• Set up four or more stickys prior to the session starting.
• Identify each sticky with the same colors as in the practice stations.
• Design them to be of various lengths.
• Start out easy and increase the difficulty as they progress through each session.
• Keep your playing paths wide enough for safety.
• Choose relatively flat areas for the short stuff.
• Create the short stuff by using clothesline.
• Tighten the boundaries around the first launch.

3. Activities
• The play format for this session is best ball of the foursome (“Best Buds”)

- The lowest score from each group with everyone playing their own ball.
- Have each group play every sticky and the lowest score from each group counts.
- Add up the scores at the end of the round.

• Place different obstacles on each of the stickys to emphasize the importance of making the
right decisions.

-They will need to practice course management.
-Observe those that demonstrate the ability to use strategy. 

4. What to look for
• Student Playing Abilities
• Are they paying attention to the personal space of other players?
• Do they understand how to play the game?

• Are they demonstrating the different shots with
the word cues effectively?
• Are they improving?
• Are they having fun?

Equipment Needed
8 Launchers
8 Rollers
8 Launch Pads
4 or more Flagstickys
16 SNAG balls
Cones / marking materials
Clothesline

Station 7 - Play
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Goals & Objectives
In this session, you will have your students perform similar tasks as in the previous ses-

sion. You want them to gain confidence in working with a smaller target. You will have
them increase the distances with the rolling and chipping stations. Continue to refine their
pitching skills. If a student is still struggling, increase the use of the SNAGazoo and give
more “hands on” coaching. Praise all efforts as you coach each student. Remember, they
are new to the game and will need encouraging to help them improve.

Station 1 - Game Management
In the last session you introduced them to the rule pertaining to ball movement (18).

Now discuss the rule pertaining to unplayable lies (28) and the different areas that this rule
applies to and that cause a penalty. Use the diagrams that you collected from the students.
End the discussion by discussing how you would feel if you were winning a match and on
the last hole you found your ball in the roots of a massive tree, for example, and couldn’t
play it. This will lead into the section on coping with stress later in this session.

Station 2 - Rolling (Blue)
This is their second attempt at a circular target. You should observe most of them

sticking the target with acceptable frequency and gaining confidence because of it. Start
close to the flagsticky and move away from it in larger increments. You want them to
experience success but still be challenged. Continue to watch their form to see if they are
comfortable and relaxed and praise their  efforts with this new target.

Station 3 - Chipping (Green)
You are continuing the use of the flagsticky at this station. Place hoops or clothesline

around the flagstickys to give the student an acceptable area for success. Coach them into
believing that they can stick it from off the short stuff. Continue to stress the basics of
maintaining the “Long Y“ during the stroke. Observe each student’s ability to adapt to the
new target and the more precise distance requirements.

Station 4 - Pitching (Yellow)
The students should show more improvement this session. Keep them focused on

trying to stick the bullseye targets. Continue to help them perfect forming the “rear L”
and the feel of “holding the Y.” Continue to stress that this swing is circular and they are
not to chop down on the ball. Give constant praise for this difficult task.

Station 5 - Launching (Red)
You should see your student’s circle building abilities continuing to improve. They

should now be swinging in a circular motion instead of up and down. Continue to help
them refine the correct form and swing. They should also be making a snaggle before
each swing. Continue to use hoops in the landing area or launch balls at the “Sticky Man“.
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Station 6 - Life Skills
In this session you will be introducing Coping with Stress. Follow the steps laid out in

the lesson plan to help your students learn how to cope with stress. Use SNAG or golf situ-
ations to identify the stressful situations and a peaceful way to manage them.  

Station 7 - Play
Have the students play with their same group again.  You should see that they are

observing all the safety rules and are making sure that it is safe to swing each time. Also
observe how they are playing each shot and if they are displaying the correct form.  Have
them play an alternate shot format (Launch ‘N Switch) where you pair the players from
each group and they play against each other. This style of play is a great team building
exercise and will teach the students that they will have to depend on others throughout
their lives.
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1. Basic Procedures
• Discuss the outlined topics with all of the students present.
• Include as many students as possible in the discussions.
• Keep your discussions brief.
• Assign reading or activity for next session.
• Finish discussion by leading into life skills section.

2. Set Up
• Choose an area where you and all of the students can discuss things undisturbed.
• Have materials present before the session starts.

3. Activities
• Collect all of the unplayable lies drawings from the students.
• Ask for volunteers to explain the rule (28).

-Make sure all of the students understand the rule.
• Begin a discussion on the options that a player has pertaining to this rule.

- Drop a ball, with a one-stroke penalty as close to the spot where you hit your last
shot, no nearer to the hole.

- Drop a ball, with a one stroke penalty within two club lengths of where the ball
lays, no closer to the hole.

- Drop a ball behind a point where the ball lay, keeping that point directly between
the hole and the spot on which the ball is dropped, with no limit on how far
behind that point the ball may be dropped.

-The ball must be dropped within the confines of a sand bunker if the player takes an
unplayable lie.

• Hand out a drawing that shows a situation depicting a moveable and an immovable
obstruction. Have the students read and understand the rule on obstructions (24) for
the next session.

4. What to look for
• Student Interest.

- Are they paying attention?
- Do they understand the material and can apply it?
- Are they participating?

Materials Needed
• Previous sessions handouts.
• Next sessions handouts.
• Each student’s copy of the USGA’s rules of golf.

Station 1-Game Management
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Wide Y”
• “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) flagstickys 6’ apart inside a large circular short stuff made from clothesline.
• Place cones down or mark points at 8’ and 12’ to identify

starting points for the activities.
• Place 1 roller and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone or marking

point for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for

safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling

or swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• From the second cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• Repeat in this order if time permits. 
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-

130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the roller properly with the

right grip pressure and the grip in the palms of both hands.
• Are they relaxed and using a fluid motion?
• Are they consistent using the “wide Y?”
• Are they snagging out more rolls?
• Are they responding to the word cues “Brush-7 to 5-Tic-Toc?”

Equipment Needed
(4) Rollers
(2) Flagstickys
(20) SNAG balls
(6) Cones/Markers

Station 2 - Rolling

Have your students 
say "Tic-Toc" as they
execute the stroke to 

help with tempo.
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Station 3 - Chipping
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” 
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Long Y”
• “8 to 4- Tic Toc”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) flagstickys  6’ apart  inside a large circular short stuff made from clothesline.
• Place cones down or mark points at 15’and 20’  from the flagsticky to identify starting points

for the activities.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for each student.

• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety
reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or
swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky 

• From the second cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• Repeat in this order if time permits.
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-130)

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right
grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands. 
• Are they chipping with a fluid motion?
• Are they successful using the “Long Y?”

• Are the balls flying a short distance and rolling the rest of the way?
• Are they responding to the word cues  “8 to 4-Tic-Toc?”
• Are any of the balls sticking to the flagsticky?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls
(8) Cones/Markers Remind students to

keep their wrists
"firm" throughout 

the stroke.
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Station 4 - Pitching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Hanging loose  Y.”
• “9L to 3, Hold the Y.”

2. Set Up
• Lay (2) bullseye targets 5’ apart inside a large circular short stuff made from clothesline.
• Mark a position 30’ away from the bullseye targets with ample space between each student.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the cones for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Practice with the SNAGazoo making a rear “L“ and swinging through

“holding the Y.”
• From the marking point, pitch 5 SNAG balls towards the bullseye target

trying to keep all of the SNAG balls within the confines of the short
stuff.

• Have the students try to bounce the SNAG balls onto the bullseye 
target.

• Repeat this if time permits. 
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right

grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the “rear L” properly?
• Are they comfortable holding the “Y?”
• Are they responding to the word cues  “9 L to 3, Hold the Y?”
• Are they more consistent with their distance and direction?
• Are any of the balls sticking to the bullseye target?

Equipment Needed
4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) SNAgazoos
(2) Bullseye Targets
(20) SNAG balls

Remind students 
that the pitch shot
should fly high and

land soft..
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Station 5 - Launching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Hanging loose  Y.”
• “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then Go!”

2. Set Up
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad, one Snapper and 5 balls at
the marking point for each student
• Scatter hoop clocks in the open landing area or have the
“Sticky Man” available.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for
safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively
rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Have the student make a snaggle before each launch. He should
respond to the word cues, “Baseball swing-Dot your Eye-Then GO!”
• From the cones, launch 5 SNAG balls towards the hoops or the
“Sticky Man.”
• Repeat this if time permits.
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-
130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right grip pressure and the

grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the “rear L” properly?
• Are they using the Snapper properly?
• Are they able to pop the ribbon on the Snapper?
• Are they responding to the word cues “Baseball

swing-Dot your Eye-Then GO?”

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) Snappers
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Hoop Clocks
(50’) Clothesline

Point out the 
correct things the 
students are doing   
with positive praise.
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Coping With Stress
Format: Discussion & Worksheet
Materials: Pencils and Questionnaire/Worksheets

COACHING INSTRUCTION AND PROGRESSION
1. Explain to students what stress is: Stress is pressure that your mind and
body feels when you go through everyday situations or big events that
impact your life. 

You feel stress when unpleasant things happen like being late for something 
or doing poorly on a test.  Fortunate situations can also cause stress such as making
the basketball team.  The pressure we feel that causes us stress can come from our-
selves or from others who make demands on us.

2. Lead students in a discussion on what causes them “good” stress and “bad”
stress.

3. Managing stress is another life skill and it must be practiced to be learned
and to be used.  

Explain that everyone is different so the ways that stress is managed may be different.
All people deal with stress.  

4. Ask students to identify the characteristics of a person who handles stress
well and of those of one whom does not.  

COPES WELL WITH STRESS LACKS COPING SKILLS FOR STRESS
• Relaxed/Content • Restless/Frustrated, Angry or Sad
• Calm • Nervous
• Does not try to control others • Tries to control people and situations
• Accepts others and their differences • Is critical of others, does not try to 

understand others points of view
Have students identify other characteristics of a person who lacks the skills to cope 
with stress in a healthy way and those of someone who does.

5. List ways in which people cope with stress: healthy and unhealthy. 
• Healthy: reading, listening to fun music, taking walks, talking with a 

trusted friend, exercise, eating right, time alone, watching movies, time  
away from routine.  

• Unhealthy: tobacco, alcohol, drugs, fighting, ignoring the stress, 

6. Coping with stress is a skill. 
• It must be learned and practiced in order to reduce stress in our lives.  
• Because of stress, we are forced to grow and mature.  
• Stress makes us stronger when it is dealt with appropriately. 
• Knowing ourselves and the boundaries we have set, helps in coping with  

choices, people and events that enter our lives. 

ACTIVITY: Questionnaire on Stress
Hand out the questionnaire/worksheet and allow students time to work through it.  Allow students
to take it home if time is short.  Ask for volunteers to talk about what they discovered about how
they cope with stress, good and bad ways.
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1. What are the top three things (including people) in my life?

2. I am most relaxed and comfortable with myself when I . . .

3. When I feel too much pressure or stress I . . .

This is a healthy response to stress.            YES NO

4. Right now the things or people in my life who are causing me stress are . . .

COPING STRATEGIES CHECKLIST

A. Identify Stress.  
B. Balance Exercise, Eating, Rest (E.E.R.)
C. Find Fun.  
D. Know the Impact of your choices.  
E. Prepare Early.  
F. jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjGo Slow in Overload.  
G. Be Your Best

•  Identify what is causing you stress today, if anything.  If many things are causing pressure, deal with the top two or
three by continuing through the Coping Strategies‘ Checklist.  

•  Balance E.E.R. it really helps your body to relax and your mind to think more clearly when you are getting some
exercise, eating healthy fresh foods and getting enough sleep.

•  Find Fun and plan for those activities that you know helps you to relax.

•  Know the Impact of what you choose to do.  Work through decisions by considering the consequences and what
fits with your boundaries.  

•  Prepare when possible.  Expect the unexpected.  If you know something is coming up that makes you anxious, like
a test or a game, prepare early.  

•  Go Slow when things begin to overwhelm you, slow down and breathe deeply.  Breathing deeply helps more
oxygen to get to your brain and helps your body and mind to relax.  Exercise has the same effect.  The body
releases natural chemicals during exercise that calm the body.  This helps you to concentrate.

•  Do Your Best in all you do.  If you give-up or neglect important tasks or your obligations, more stress will be piled
on.  When you do your best, you can easily accept what happens. 

There is a funny question that can help overworked and overwhelmed people to focus: How do you eat an
elephant? Answer: One bite at a time. This means, if we view all of our problems, tasks and responsibilities all at
once they can look overwhelming, the size of an elephant.  The only way to accomplish everything is to take one
bite at a time.  Do what you can and do your best.  That is all you can do.  Allow yourself to accept this truth.  

Keys To Coping With Stress
There are several keys to coping with stress.  Complete the questions and statements.  

Set up a plan to practice and learn the skills necessary to reduce the stress and pressure in your life.  



1. Basic Information
• Have the players play with their same color group.
• Have them start on their color sticky each session.
• Have them post their scores with you upon completion.
• Make them responsible for their etiquette and actions.
• Constantly remind them about safety.

2. Set Up
• Set up four or more stickys prior to the session starting.

- Identify each sticky with the same colors as in the practice stations.
- Design them to be of various lengths.
- Start out easy and increase the difficulty as they progress through each session.
- Keep your playing paths wide enough for safety.
- Choose relatively flat areas for the short stuff.
- Create the short stuff by using clothesline.

• Tighten the boundaries around the second launch landing areas for the 5 point stickys.

3. Activities
• The play format for this session is alternate shot.

- Divide each group into two pairs.
- Each pair alternates shots from the first launch through to the SNAG out.
- The pair that wins the most stickys wins.

• Have the students count how many times they actually launched and rolled the ball.

4. What to look for
• Student Playing Abilities

- Are they paying attention to the personal space of other players?
- Do they understand how to play this style of the game?
- Do they help their partner?
- Are they demonstrating the different shots with the word cues effectively?
- Are they improving?
- Are they having fun?

Equipment Needed
• 8 Launchers
• 8 Rollers
• 8 Launch Pads
• 4 or more Flagstickys
• 16 SNAG balls
• Materials for obstructions
• Cones / marking materials
• Clothesline

Station 7 - Play
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Goals & Objectives

In this session, you will have your students perform similar tasks as in the previous ses-
sion. You want them to continue gaining confidence working with a smaller target. You
will have them increase the distances with the rolling and chipping stations. Continue to
refine their pitching skills. You should see measurable improvement in all areas.  You will
be assessing them for the second time to determine if they are ready to transition into tra-
ditional golf equipment and are ready to play on a course.

Station 1 - Game Management
In the last session you introduced them to the rule pertaining to unplayable lies (28).

Now discuss the rule pertaining to obstructions (24) and the difference between a
movable and an immovable obstruction. End the discussion by asking how you could seek
help from others in the group if you need help in determining if the obstruction was
moveable or immovable.

Station 2 - Rolling (Blue)
This is their final attempt at a 6" circular target. You should observe most of them stick-

ing the target with acceptable frequency and gaining confidence because of it. Start close
to the flagsticky and move away from it in larger increments.  You want them to experi-
ence success but still be challenged. Continue to watch their form and see if their distance
and direction is becoming more consistent.

Station 3 - Chipping (Green)
You are continuing the use of the flagsticky at this station. Place hoops or clothesline

around the flagstickys to give the student an acceptable area for success. Coach them into
believing that they can stick it from off the short stuff. Continue to stress the basics of
maintaining the “Long Y“ during the stroke. Observe each student’s ability to adapt to the
new target and the more precise distance requirements.

Station 4 - Pitching (Yellow)
The students should show additional improvement this session. Keep them focused on

trying to stick the bullseye targets. Continue to help them perfect forming the rear "L" and
the feel of "holding the Y". The students should be swinging in a circular motion and
"holding the Y" with much more confidence.

Station 5 - Launching (Red)
All of the students should be able to make their swing circles effectively.  They should

be able to launch the SNAG balls an acceptable distance. Continue to help them refine the
correct form and swing. They should also be making a snaggle before each swing.
Continue to use hoops in the landing area or launch balls at the "Sticky Man" for fun.
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Station 6 - Life Skills
In this session you will be introducing Obtaining Help. Follow the steps laid out in the

lesson plan to help your students learn how to cope with stress. Use SNAG or golf
situations to identify the stressful situations and a peaceful way to manage them.  

Station 7 - Play
Have the students play with their same group again.  You should see that they are

observing all the safety rules and are making sure that it is safe to swing each time. Also
observe how they are playing each shot and if they are displaying the correct form.  Have
them play a match play format (One on One) where you pair the players from each group
and they play against each other. This style of play is a great way to show the students
how you may have one bad hole but still come out a winner.
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1. Basic Procedures

• Discuss the outlined topics with all of the students present.
• Include as many students as possible in the discussions.
• Keep your discussions brief.
• Assign reading or activity for next session.
• Finish discussion by leading into life skills section.

2. Set Up
• Choose an area where you and all of the students can discuss things undisturbed.
• Have materials present before the session starts.

3. Activities
• Collect all of the obstruction drawings from the students.
• Ask for volunteers to explain the rule (24).

- Make sure all of the students understand the rule.
• Begin a discussion to determine the difference between a moveable and an immov-

able obstruction.
- What can you move?
- What is the penalty if you move an immovable object?

• Have the students read and understand the rule on lifting, dropping and placing (20)
for the next session.

4. What to look for
• Student Interest

- Are they paying attention?
- Do they understand the material and can apply it?
- Are they participating?

Materials Needed
• Previous session’s handouts.
• Each student’s copy of the USGA’s rules of golf.

Station 1-Game Management
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Wide Y”
• “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) flagstickys 6’ apart inside a large circular short stuff made from clothesline
• Place cones down or mark points at 8’ and 12’ to identify

starting points for the activities.
• Place 1 roller and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone or marking

point for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for

safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling

or swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• From the second cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• Repeat in this order if time permits. 
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-

130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the roller properly with the

right grip pressure and the grip in the palms of both hands.
• Are they relaxed and using a fluid motion?
• Are they consistent using the “wide Y?”
• Are they snagging out more rolls?
• Are they responding to the word cues “Brush 7 to 5-Tic-Toc?”

Equipment Needed
(4) Rollers
(2) Flagstickys
(20) SNAG balls
(6) Cones/Markers
(2) 50’ Clotheslines

Station 2 - Rolling
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Station 3 - Chipping
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” 
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Long Y”
• “8 to 4- Tic Toc”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) flagstickys  6’ apart  inside a large circular Short Stuff made from clothesline.

• Place cones down or mark points at 20’and 30’ from the flagsticky to
identify starting points for the activities.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for
each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety
reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or
swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• From the second cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.

• Repeat in this order if time permits. 
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right
grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands. 
• Are they chipping with a fluid motion?
• Are they keeping the long “Y” in one piece and not breaking down?

• Are the SNAG balls consistently within 5’ of the flagsticky? 
• Can they apply the word cues “8 to 4-Tic-Toc” correctly?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) Flagstickys
(20) SNAG balls
(6) Clothesline
(4) Cones/Markers

Have students say
"Tic-Toc" to help

them with the fluid
motion of the stroke. 
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Station 4 - Pitching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Hanging loose  Y.”
• “9L to 3, Hold the Y.”

2. Set Up
• Lay (2) bullseye targets 5’ apart inside a large circular short stuff made from clothesline.
• Mark a position 40’ away from the bullseye targets with ample space between each student.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad, 1 SNAGazoo and 5 SNAG balls at the cones for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Practice with the SNAGazoo making a rear “L” and swinging through

and “holding the Y.”
• From the cones, pitch 5 SNAG balls balls towards the bullseye target

trying to land on the target without bouncing.
• Repeat pitching SNAG balls if time permits. 

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right

grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the rear “L” properly?
• Are they swing through with a fluid motion?
• Are they holding the “Y” correctly?
• Are they applying the word cues  “9 L to 3-Hold the Y” correctly?
• Are any of the balls sticking to the bullseye target?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) SNAGazoos
(2) Bullseye Targets
(20) SNAG balls
50’ Clothesline

When finishing the
stroke remind    

students to “point”
the club head toward

the target.
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Station 5 - Launching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Hanging loose  Y.”
• “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then Go!”

2. Set Up
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 balls at the marking point for each student
• Scatter hoop clocks in the open landing. area or have the “Sticky Man” available.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety

reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other   students actively rolling

or swinging!

3. Activities
• Have the student make a snaggle before each launch. They should

respond to the word cue, “Baseball swing-Dot your Eye-Then
GO!”

• From the cones, launch 5 SNAG balls towards the hoops or the
“Sticky Man.”
• Repeat this if time permits.
• Use your choice of games from the games section
(pages 127-130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right grip pressure
and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the “rear L” properly?
• Are they using the Snapper properly?
• Are they able to pop the ribbon on the Snapper?
• Are they responding to the word cues “Baseball swing-Dot your Eye-Then GO?”

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(4) Snappers
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Hoop Clocks
(50’) Clothesline

The "baseball swing" 
should have the 

same tempo as the
“launch.”
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Station 6 - Life Skills
Obtaining Help
Format: Discussion
Materials: Pencils and Paper

COACHING INSTRUCTION AND PROGRESSION
1. Explain to students that another very important life skill for 

staying safe and being healthy is  knowing how to get help
when needed.  

People who help come in all walks of life.  Ask students to name different kinds of
people who can provide help. (They may be family members, friends, teachers,
counselors, police, pastors or doctors and nurses.)  These are the “trusted adults” in
our lives, that is people we depend on for help.  

2. Discuss with students problems they can take care of themselves.  
Working on homework, being a friend to someone who is hurting, resolving an
argument with a classmate.

3. Now have students identify problems they need help to solve.  
Lifting something that is too heavy, finding help for someone needing medical
attention, telling a trusted adult when someone is harming them, finding a helper
when a friend is in dangerous trouble.

4. Explain to students that there are problems that they cannot fix 
on their own even with help.  

Have students talk about problems caused by hurricanes and tornadoes, friends or
family that get sick or die, parents who divorce.  Lead students in a discussion on
when there are problems that are bothering them and cannot be fixed even with help,
what should they do to feel better about the situation?  (Talk about the situation with
a friend or trusted adult.)

ACTIVITY: Student‘s Helpers List & Trusted Adults
• Instruct students to make a list of adult helpers and trusted adults, that is, people they would

go to for help.  Next to each name have students write down the best way to contact that
person and what kind of help they could offer.  Students should always include 911 on their
list.  Tell them to keep the list in a handy place.  

• Provide for students various emergency phone numbers for organizations that offer help to
children, teens or adults.

• Ask students to list characteristics of a trusted adult friendship. (Listens first, is not judgmental
but will speak honestly even if they disagree, will help work through the problem, will not
gossip or tell others.)

ACTIVITY: Steps to Obtaining Help
• Lead students through the steps to obtaining the right kind of help when needed:

- Know when help is needed.
- Identify the type of help needed.
- Who specifically can help with the problem.
- Communicate clearly what is needed to the helper.
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Directions: Have students discuss and/or role-play the following scenarios to practice clear
communication and how to obtain the right kind of help.  

Teacher Hint: Some situations are very personal and sensitive.  Be alert to the possibility that problems may 
surface that you did not know existed.  Some students may be in real danger and feel stuck.  Be prepared to
help them find help.

1.  When are some situations in which help would be needed for a game like SNAG?

2.  Someone is playing a game in an unsafe way.  It is making the situation dangerous for that person
and others.  What do you do?

3.  You made some decisions that have caused you a lot of trouble.  You are involved in something
unsafe and wrong.  (Drugs, Alcohol, Tobacco, Cheating, Fighting or Bullying, Gossiping) Mostly
because of peer pressure (addiction), you feel stuck and unable to change.  Identify trusted adults
who can offer help.

4.  On your way to school you notice a car driving slowly by and stops near a student walking alone.
You can’t hear the conversation, but you can tell that by the way the student is standing she
probably does not know the person in the car.  What should you do?

5.  An important adult in your life has done something to hurt you, (teacher embarrassed you, abusive
situation, divorced parent ignoring you).  You don’t know who to turn to or how to get help for
the bad feelings you have toward this person now.  Who can you go to for help? 

Getting Help ActivitiesGetting Help Activities
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1. Basic Information
• Have the players play with their same color group.
• Have them start on their color sticky each session.
• Have them post their scores with you upon completion.
• Make them responsible for their etiquette and actions.
• Constantly remind them about safety.

2. Set Up
• Set up four or more stickys prior to the session starting.

- Identify each sticky with the same colors as in the practice stations.
- Design them to be of various lengths.
- Start out easy and increase the difficulty as they progress through each session.
- Keep your playing paths wide enough for safety.
- Choose relatively flat areas for the short stuff.
- Create the short stuff by using clothesline.

• Play each sticky without any boundaries.

3. Activities
• The play format for this session is match play.

- Pair the students at each color group.
- Have them play against the other student paired with them, and then playing all of the

stickys.
- The winners are determined by how many stickys they win, not by the total strokes taken.

4. What to look for
• Student Playing Abilities

- Are they paying attention to the personal space of other players?
- Do they understand how to play this style of the game and apply the rules they’ve learned?
- Do they play fair under this format?
- Are they demonstrating the different shots with the word cues effectively?
- Are they understand where each type of shot is played?
- Are they having fun?

Equipment Needed
• 8 Launchers
• 8 Rollers
• 8 Launch Pads
• 4 or more Flagstickys
• 16 SNAG balls
• Materials for hazards and obstructions
• Cones / marking materials
• Clothesline

Station 7 - Play
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Performance Standards

N - Needs Improvement

W - Working On

AC - Achievement

Has not demonstrated the understanding or LIFE SKILLS
appropriate to developmental age.

Is working on and progressing in understanding and LIFE
SKILLS appropriate to developmental age.

Has achieved objectives in understanding and demon-
strates LIFE SKILLS consistently appropriate to develop-
mental age.

The sports skills portion of the curriculum standards is evaluated based on the
established developmental stages of student growth and performance.  To better
determine each student‘s actual performance level in accordance with his or her
developmental age, three levels of skill proficiency have been established.  These levels
of proficiency will provide the evaluator with information on how well a student is
actually performing a skill. 

SKILL ASSESSMENT LEVELS

The objectives in the knowledge and LIFE SKILLS areas can be measured by using
the standards below.  Make sure your expectations are age appropriate.  

LEVELS OF COGNITIVE AND PERSONAL GROWTH

Knowledge & Life Skills Attainment

I - Inconsistent

R - Repetition

AP - Application

Unable to repeat a skill in the same way twice.
Performance of skill is awkward and frequently incorrect.

Performance of a skill is more smooth and consistent.
Correct execution is more frequent.  
Intense concentration is necessary to execute skill.

Correct performance of skill becomes more automatic.
Skill can be utilized in various situations and in games.

Assessment
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Use this chart to assess the basic motor skills, knowledge and LIFE SKILLS for SNAG.  For motor skills, have
the student perform the skill-parts and assess ability as detailed in Performance Standards information.For
knowledge and LIFE SKILLS, use the Attainment Standards to measure level of achievement. 

Assessment Chart

Name

Left on
Yellow,
Glue
em!

Right
on Red

Bow to
the
ball,
Bend
knees

Arms
form
“Y“

Body
forms
“A“

Dot
Your
Eye

Stroke

ROLL

Stroke

CHIP

Swing

PITCH

Swing

LAUNCH

Concepts

Rules  

Etiquette

Life
Skills

MOTOR SKILLS
I - Inconsistent Unable to repeat a skill in the same way twice.
R - Repetition Performance of a skill is more smooth and consistent
AP - Application Correct performance of skill becomes more automatic. Skill can be utilized in 

various situations and in games.

KNOWLEDGE AND LIFE SKILLS
N - Needs Improvement      Has not demonstrated the understanding or LIFE SKILLS  appropriate to 

developmental age.
W - Working On Is working on and progressing in understanding and LIFE SKILLS appropriate to 

developmental age.
AC - Achievement Has achieved objectives in understanding and demonstrates LIFE SKILLS 

consistently appropriate to developmental age.
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Goals & Objectives
In this session you have the option of transitioning your students into the smaller

SNAG balls, tees and flagstickys. We call these smaller items Super SNAG and are part of
the transition kit (TK01). This process will introduce a SNAG ball size that is exactly
between the regular SNAG ball and a regulation golf ball. The tees are lowered
proportionately and the flagsticky has been reduced to a 5" diameter from 6". If you have
your students utilize this equipment for this session and session 8, their transition into
traditional golf equipment will be easier. They will be practicing and playing with
conditions closer to golf. You will be repeating the same practice routine from session 6.

Station 1 - Game Management
In the last session you introduced them to the rule pertaining to obstructions (24).

Now discuss the rule pertaining to lifting, cleaning and placing your ball (20) and the
different areas that this rule applies to and what cause a penalty if this is done incorrectly. 

Station 2 - Rolling (Blue)
This is their first attempt at an even smaller circular target. You should observe most of

them sticking the target with less frequency because of the smaller target and SNAG ball.
They should gain confidence as the session progresses. Start close to the flagsticky and
move away from it in small increments, as you want them to experience success. They
should not change any of the basic forms and movements to adjust to the smaller SNAG
ball and flagsticky

Station 3 - Chipping (Green)
You are introducing the use of the 5" flagsticky, smaller SNAG ball and shorter tees at

this station. Place hoops or clothesline around the flagstickys to give the student an
acceptable area for success. Coach them into believing that they can stick it from outside
the short stuff.  They should be more accurate with this new SNAG ball and have most of
their chips come to rest inside the hoops. Their distance should also be more consistent
with this new equipment.

Station 4 - Pitching (Yellow)
The students should experience little or no performance change with the introduction

of the shorter tee and smaller SNAG ball. The SNAG ball is lighter and should fly a little
higher and land softer. They will develop an even better feel for this shot using this
equipment. Continue to use the word cues to aid the students.

Station 5 - Launching (Red)
You should see the students launch the ball slightly higher and approximately the

same distance (or a little shorter). They will be making an adjustment with the shorter tee
but it should come with relative ease at this point of their instruction. Continue to use the
word cues as you want to reinforce the solid swing motion that they have learned up to
this point.
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Station 6 - Life Skills
In this session you will be introducing setting goals. Follow the steps laid out in the

lesson plan to help your students learn how to set goals. Use SNAG or golf situations to
identify different goals and what steps are needed to achieve them.  

Station 7 - Play
Have the students play with their same group again.  Have them play a stroke play

format (Add ‘Em Up). The goal for the students is to adjust quickly to the changes in
equipment and targets. Therefore, they can maintain their ability to score at the same level
as in the previous session with the larger pieces of equipment and targets. They should like
this transition into the smaller versions of equipment and targets as this is bringing them
closer to traditional golf equipment. 
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• Discuss the outlined topics with all of the students present.
• Include as many students as possible in the discussions.
• Keep your discussions brief.
• Assign reading or activity for next session.
• Finish discussion by leading into life skills section.

2. Set Up
• Choose an area where you and all of the students can discuss things undisturbed.
• Have materials present before the session starts.

3. Activities
• Ask for volunteers to explain the rule (20).

- Make sure all of the students understand the rule.
• Begin a discussion on the proper ways to lift, drop and place the ball.

- Where, when and how do you lift the ball?
- What is the proper way to drop the ball (demonstrate)?
- Where, when and how do you place the ball?

• Explain to the students that one of their goals in becoming a good golfer and enjoying
the game is to know the rules and how to apply them. They should continue to learn
each rule completely to achieve this goal.

• Have the students read and understand the rule on playing the wrong ball (15) for the
next session.

4. What to look for
• Student Interest

- Are they paying attention?
- Do they understand the material and can apply it?
- Are they participating?

Materials Needed
• Each student’s copy of the USGA’s rules of golf.

Station 1-Game Management
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Wide Y”
• “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) 5" flagstickys in a large circular short stuff marked with clothesline. 
• Place cones down or mark points at 5’ and 10’ to identify

starting points for the activities.
• Place 1 roller and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for each

student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for

safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling

or swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• From the second cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• Repeat in this order if time permits. 
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-

130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the roller properly with the

right grip pressure and the grip in the palms of both hands.
• Are they relaxed and rolling fluidly?
• Are they keeping the “wide Y” in one piece?
• Are they consistent in their distance and direction?
• Have they narrowed their miss pattern around the 5" flagsticky?
• Are they responding to the word cues  “Brush-7 to 5- Tic-Toc?”

Equipment Needed
(4) Rollers
(2) 5" Flagstickys
(20) SNAG balls
(6) Cones/Markers
(2) 50’ Clothesline

Station 2 - Rolling
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Station 3 - Chipping
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue ‘Em-Right on Red” 
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Long Y”
• “8 to 4- Tic Toc”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) flagstickys  6’ apart  inside a large circular Short Stuff made from clothesline
• Place cones down or mark points at 20’and 30’ from the flagsticky to identify starting points for

the activities.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for
each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety
reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or
swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky. 
• From the second cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• Repeat in this order if time permits.
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right
grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they chipping with a fluid motion?
• Are they keeping the “long Y” from breaking down?
• Are the SNAG balls coming off the launch pad crisply?
• Are they responding to the word cues “8 to 4-Tic-Toc?”

• Are any of the balls sticking to the flagsticky?

Equipment Needed
4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) 5" Flagstickys
(20) Small. SNAG balls
(2)  50’ Clothesline
(4) Cones/Markers
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Station 4 - Pitching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Hanging loose  Y.”
• “9L to 3, Hold the Y.”

2. Set Up
• Lay (2) bullseye targets 5’ apart inside a large circular short stuff.
• Mark a position 30’ and 40’ away from the bullseye targets with ample space between each student.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the cones for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Practice with the SNAGazoo making a “rear L” and swinging through

“holding the Y.”
• From the various cones, pitch 5 SNAG balls towards the bullseye targets

trying to stick them on the first bounce.
• Repeat pitching the SNAG balls if time permits. 
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right

grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the “rear L” properly and effortlessly?
• Are they swing through to 3 o’clock in one fluid motion?
• Are they comfortable “holding the Y” correctly?
• Are they responding to the word cues  “9 L to 3-Hold the Y?”
• Are any of the balls sticking to the bullseye target?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) Bullseye Targets
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Cones/Markers
50’ Clothesline
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Station 5 - Launching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Hanging loose  Y.”
• “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then Go!”

2. Set Up
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 balls at the marking point for each student
• Scatter hoop clocks in the open landing. area or have the “Sticky Man” available.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for

each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other

students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Have the student make a snaggle before each

launch. He should respond to the word cue.
“Baseball swing-Dot your Eye-Then GO!.
• From the cones, launch 5 SNAG balls towards the hoops or the
“Sticky Man.”
• Repeat this if time permits.
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the
right grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making a large circular motion forming the “L” at 9 o’clock

and again at 3 o’clock?
• Are they using the snaggle properly?
• Do their hands “pop” through the ball?
• Are they responding to the word cues?  
• Have they become more consistent with distance and direction?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Hoop Clocks

The swing  thought 
is "Baseball swing-

Dot your Eye-
then GO!"
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Setting Goals
Format: Discussion
Materials: Pencils and “Setting Goals” Worksheet

COACHING INSTRUCTIONS AND PROGRESSION
1.  Ask students, “What are goals?”

Explain that a goal is something you wish to achieve or accomplish. Ask for 
examples. Making a good grade on a test, making a sports team like basketball or football,
growing up to be . . .

2.  To achieve something you want you must have an action plan of how you
will do it. 

This is called setting a goal. Setting goals requires an action plan.  All of us have goals.
Some are little everyday goals like planning to eat a good lunch and do your best at
school.  Others are big goals and can take a long time to achieve.  Name some little or
“short-term” goals and some big or “long-term” goals.  

3. Discuss that in reaching long-term goals, it is helpful to set short-term goals
along the way to stay focused and measure progress.  

Seeing progress is encouraging.  Having steps along the way helps us to know if the
plan is working, is on time, and if adjustments are needed.

4. Ask students why it is important to have goals in life.  
Goals challenge us to reach out beyond where we are and improve ourselves.  When
we reach goals and improve our lives, we can see our purpose and value.

5. Ask students what goals they set when playing SNAG.
Final Thoughts: Failure is only defeat when we quit.  Everyone will fail from time to time.  The key is to
make it an opportunity to learn.

ACTIVITY: Creating an Action Plan
A. Hand out the “Setting Goals” worksheet. Instruct students to identify and write down a long-

term goal: taking 5 strokes off SNAG score, buying a car at sixteen, making the Olympic team.
Lead them through the steps of creating an action plan to achieve their goal.  

• Identify the Goal 
• Identify the Steps ( in the order to be completed- mini goals)
• List Support People (who can help you keep on track)
• Time-line (how long each step will take/total time)
• Celebrate (Reward for reaching goal)

B. Ask for volunteers to go through their action plan for setting their goal.
C. Discuss with students what happens when our goals are not realized.  
(Talk about feelings of frustration or failure.  Help students to learn how to evaluate their action plan,
make adjustments and go on.  Sometimes we can still reach our goal but not in the time we
thought.  Things may come into our lives that are unexpected and prevent us from reaching our
goals like an injury or illness.  Or our priorities change and that can change our goals.)
D. Ask students, “What makes a good goal?” (It is realistic and challenging.  It is attainable
without causing harm to themselves or others.  Does it fit with my boundaries and personality?)
E. Compare Goals to Dreams. Ask students how they are different and how they are they same.
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Goals Action Plan

SSTTEEPPSS DDaattee TToo CCoommpplleettee

11

22

33

44

55

66

77

SSUUPPPPOORRTT
friend to challenge me

____________________

CCHHEECCKK
MMIINNII 

GGOOAALLSS

TTOOTTAALL
TTIIMMEE::

___________
___________

GOAL:

MMIINNII 
GGOOAALLSS

               



SNAG Goals Action Plan

SSTTEEPPSS DDaattee TToo CCoommpplleettee

11 Write Down Current Average. Score Immediately

22 Practice 4 days a week with coach. for 3 months

33 Decide on best days and times to practice immediately
(Mon- Tue- Thur- Sat)

44 Begin on Tuesday, January 2 Jan 2

55 Check average score each week Weeks 1-4 
Weeks 5-8

Weeks 9-12
66 Reward self at improvement of 3 strokes Week 6

77 Attain Goal > 5 Strokes better in score Week 12

SSUUPPPPOORRTT
friend to challenge me

COACH____________________
TTOOTTAALL
TTIIMMEE::

3 MONTHS

CCHHEECCKK
MMIINNII 

GGOOAALLSS

GOAL:
Improve my 

SNAG score by 5 strokes

MMIINNII 
GGOOAALLSS



1. Basic Information
• Have the players play with their same color group.
• Have them start on their color sticky each session.
• Have them post their scores with you upon completion.
• Make them responsible for their etiquette and actions.
• Constantly remind them about safety.

2. Set Up
• Set up four or more stickys prior to the session starting.

- Identify each sticky with the same colors as in the practice stations.
- Design them to be of various lengths.
- Start out easy and increase the difficulty as they progress through each session.
- Keep your playing paths wide enough for safety.
- Choose relatively flat areas for the short stuff.
- Create the short stuff by using clothesline.

• Play each sticky without any boundaries.

3. Activities
• The play format for this session is stroke play.

- Each player counts every point on each sticky.
- The student with the lowest score on each sticky wins.
- Add up the scores at the end of the round.

4. What to look for
• Student Playing Abilities

- Are they paying attention to the personal space of other players?
- Do they understand how to play the game and apply the rules they’ve learned?
- Are they demonstrating the different shots with the word cues effectively?
- Are they understand where each type of shot is played?
- Have they been able to lower their scores? 
- Are they having fun?

Equipment Needed
• 8 Launchers
• 8 Rollers
• 8 Launch Pads
• 4 or more Flagstickys
• 16 SNAG balls
• Materials for hazards and obstructions
• Cones / marking materials
• Clothesline

Station 7 - Play
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Goals & Objectives

In this session, you will have your students perform similar tasks as in the previous ses-
sion. You want them to continue gaining confidence in working with a smaller SNAG ball,
shorter tee and a smaller target. You will have them increase the distances with the rolling
and chipping stations. Continue to hone their pitching skills. You want to help the stu-
dents use this new equipment and target effectively so that they can transition into tradi-
tional golf equipment more easily.

Station 1 - Game Management
In the last session you introduced them to the rule pertaining to lifting, cleaning and

placing (20).  Now discuss the rule pertaining to playing the wrong ball (15) and the dif-
ferent areas that this rule applies to and that cause a penalty. End the discussion by dis-
cussing how you would feel if you were winning a match and on the last hole you found
that you hit your opponents SNAG ball by accident.

Station 2 - Rolling (Blue)
This is their second attempt at a 5" circular target. You should observe most of them

sticking the target with acceptable frequency and gaining confidence because of it. Start
close to the flagsticky and move away from it in larger increments, as you want them to
experience success but still be challenged. Continue to watch their form to see if they are
comfortable and relaxed and praise their efforts with this new target.

Station 3 - Chipping (Green)
You are continuing the use of the 5" flagsticky shorter tee and smaller SNAG ball at this

station. Place hoops or clothesline around the flagstickys to give the student an acceptable
area for success. Coach them into believing that they can "snag-out" from outside the
short stuff.  Observe each student’s ability to adapt to the new target and the more precise
accuracy requirements.

Station 4 - Pitching (Yellow)
The students should be pitching effectively by the end of this session. They may not be

as proficient with this skill as with the other skills, but they will become so with additional
practice and lots of playing application. Observe that they are making proper contact at
impact and the SNAG ball flies high and lands soft.

Station 5 - Launching (Red)
You should see your student’s circle building abilities refined. The students should feel

confident that they can make an effective swing and launch their SNAG ball an acceptable
distance. Continue to observe their form and use word cues if necessary. You should con-
centrate on their abilities to time their swings correctly. 
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Station 6 - Life Skills
In this session you will be introducing drug prevention. Follow the steps laid out in the

lesson plan to help your students learn about drugs and their destructive effects. Use
SNAG or real life situations to identify how dependence on drugs impairs your perfor-
mance and ability to think clearly.

Station 7 - Play
Have the students play with their same group again.  You should see that they are

observing all the safety rules and are making sure that it is safe to swing each time. Also
observe how they are playing each shot and if they are displaying the correct form.  Have
them play a match play format (One on One).  They should play with confidence and be
eager to advance to the golf course using traditional golf equipment.
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• Discuss the outlined topics with all of the students present.
• Include as many students as possible in the discussions.
• Keep your discussions brief.
• Assign reading or activity for next session.
• Finish discussion by leading into life skills section.

2. Set Up
• Choose an area where you and all of the students can discuss things undisturbed.
• Have materials present before the session starts.

3. Activities
• Ask for volunteers to explain the rule (15)

- Make sure all of the students understand the rule
• Begin a discussion on the options that a player has pertaining to this rule

- What do you do when you discover you’ve played the wrong ball?
- Where can you play a wrong ball and not be penalized?
- Can you be disqualified for playing a wrong ball?

• Discuss with the students how playing a wrong ball and not correcting your mistake
can get you disqualified just like doing drugs and being caught can get you disquali-
fied from doing many of the things you like to do in life.

4. What to look for
• Student Interest

- Are they paying attention?
- Do they understand the material and can apply it?
- Are they participating?

Materials Needed
• Each student’s copy of the USGA’s rules of golf.

Station 1-Game Management
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1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)
• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Wide Y”
• “Brush-7 to 5-Tic Toc.”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) 5" flagstickys in a large circular short stuff marked with clothesline. 
• Place cones down or mark points at 10’ and 15’ to identify

starting points for the activities.
• Place 1 roller and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for each

student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for

safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling

or swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• From the second cone, roll 5 SNAG balls towards the flagsticky.
• Repeat in this order if time permits. 
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-

130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the roller properly with the

right grip pressure and the grip in the palms of both hands.
• Are they relaxed and rolling fluidly?
• Are they rolling with confidence?
• Are they consistent with their distance and direction?
• Have they narrowed their pattern of misses to the 5" flagsticky?
• Are they responding to the word cues  “Brush- 7 to 5-Tic Toc?”

Equipment Needed
(4) Rollers
(2) 5" Flagstickys
(20) SNAG balls
(6) Cones/Markers

Station 2 - Rolling
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Station 3 - Chipping
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Long Y.”
• “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then Go!”

2. Set Up
• Place (2) flagstickys 6’ apart.
• Place cones down or mark points at 20’and 30’ from the flagsticky to identify starting points for

the activities.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the first cone for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety reasons.

• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or
swinging!

3. Activities
• From the first cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the 5” flagsticky.
• From the second cone, chip 5 SNAG balls towards the 5” flagsticky.
• Repeat in this order if time permits.
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right
grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they chipping with a fluid motion?
• Are they keeping the long “Y” from breaking down?
• Are the SNAG balls coming off the launch pad crisply?
• Are they responding to the word cues “8 to 4-Tic-Toc?”
• Are any of the balls sticking to the flagsticky?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) 5” Rolleramas
(20) SNAG balls
(6) Clothesline
(4) Cones/Markers
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Station 4 - Pitching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees”
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Hanging loose  Y.”
• “9L to 3, Hold the Y.”

2. Set Up
• Lay (2) bullseye targets 5’ apart inside a large circular short stuff.
• Mark a position 40’ away from the bullseye targets with ample space between each student.
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the cones for each student.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Practice with the SNAGazoo making a “rear L” and swinging through

“holding the Y.”
• From the various cones, pitch 5 SNAG balls towards the bullseye targets

trying to stick them on the first bounce.
• Repeat pitching the SNAG balls if time permits.
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the right

grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making the “rear L” fluidly and correctly?
• Are they using a fluid motion when swinging to the 3 o’clock position?
• Are they comfortable “holding the Y?”
• Are they responding to the word cues  “9 L to 3-Hold the Y?”
• Are their pitches consistent in distance and direction?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(2) Bullseye Targets
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Cones/Markers
(2) 50’ Clotheslines
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Station 5 - Launching
1. Basic Procedures and Word Cues (Underlined)

• “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red.”
• “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“
• “Dot your Eye”
• “Tall A”
• “Hanging loose  Y.”
• “Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then Go!”

2. Set Up
• Place 1 launcher, 1 launch pad and 5 SNAG balls at the cones for each student
• Place hoops in the landing area or have the “Sticky Man” available.
• Make sure to have enough personal space for

each child for safety reasons.
• Do not let students stand behind other

students actively rolling or swinging!

3. Activities
• Have the student make a snaggle before each

launch.
• From the cones, launch 5 SNAG balls towards the hoops or the “Sticky Man.”
• Repeat launching SNAG balls if time permits.
• Use your choice of games from the games section (pages 127-130).

4. What to look for
• Make sure each student is holding the launcher properly with the
right grip pressure and the grip in the fingers of both hands.
• Are they making a large circular motion forming the “L” at 9 o’clock
and again at 3 o’clock?
• Do the y demonstrate power swinging through the SNAG ball?
• Do their hands “pop” through the ball?
• Are they responding to the word cues?
• Are they showing proper balance throughout the entire swing?

• Are their launches consistent in distance and direction?

Equipment Needed
(4) Launchers
(4) Launch Pads
(20) SNAG balls
(4) Hoop Clocks
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Format: Discussion & Activities
Materials: Pencils and Worksheets

COACHING INSTRUCTIONS AND PROGRESSION
1.  Ask students, “What are drugs?”

Drugs are substances other than food that cause the body to go through mental or
physical changes when taken. 

2. As compared to drugs, ask students to describe medicine.  
Medicines are used by doctors and nurses to prevent, treat or cure illnesses or
diseases.

3. Lead students in a discussion on why people take medicine.

4. Ask students when medicine can be dangerous to the person
taking it.
Misuse or overdose.

5. Ask students to list things that people take that cause harm 
to their mind and body.
Alcohol, cigarettes, illegal drugs.  For K-2nd students, discuss household products that
can harm them if taken.

6. Lead students in a discussion as to why people start taking things 
or doing things they know will harm them.
Feels good at the time, angry at parents, unhappy about themselves-trying to fit in,
peer pressure, seems “cool”.

7. Ask students why would cigarettes and alcohol be illegal for 
children and okay for adults? 
Government is trying to protect children who are not yet prepared to understand the
consequences of alcohol and cigarettes.  A young, growing body will not develop
properly and can become addicted and diseased. 

8. Using the “Fact Sheet”, detail to 5th grade and older students the  
popular drugs of today, their street names, effects and dangers.

9. Close with asking students why they think dangerous and harmful 
drugs are given “street” names and medicines that improve health 
are not given “fun” or “cool” names. 

ACTIVITY: Understanding Drugs
A. Take students through the steps of how someone becomes dependent or addicted to drugs

or a harmful lifestyle:
• FIRST STEP > Experiment with or use only occasionally
• SECOND STEP > Use regularly
• THIRD STEP > Extreme Use
• FOURTH STEP > Drug dependence

B. Addiction may be emotional, physical or both.
• Emotional: the person believes that without using the drug he/she will not be able to

handle the daily responsibilities.
• Physical: the person gets sick if they try to stop.  

For example, a person may start drinking alcohol to feel relaxed during stressful times.  By 
coping with stress this way, the person believes that alcohol is needed to feel relaxed.  Even though it is
unhealthy to manage stress this way, a dependence has developed and the person continues to drink
when stressed.
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The Facts 
About Drugs

TOBACCO
• Street Names

cigarettes
chewing tobacco
snuff
smokes

• Effects & Dangers
dizziness
cough
teeth stained
difficult to breathe 
addiction to nicotine
cancer
heart disease
emphysema
death

ALCOHOL
• Street Names

list popular beers
list wine
mixed drinks- list names 

of bar drinks
liquor- vodka, rum, etc.

• Effects
illegal for minors
drunkenness
loss of coordination
increase in violence
increase in accidents
death (overdose)
addiction (alcoholic)
disease
“forgets” responsibilities 

and boundaries

MARIJUANA
• Street Names

pot
dope
weed
grass
doobie
reefer
Mary Jane
simsemilla

• Effects & Dangers
euphoric feeling
lack of motivation
illegal
increase accidents
cancer
breathing problems
damage to immune system
damage to reproduction process
leads to other illegal drugs

COCAINE/CRACK
• Street Names

coke
blow
snow
nose candy
toot
rock
cook
tension
ice (mixed)
space base (PCP)
star speed (PCP)

• Effects
brief and intense, 

false feelings of euphoria
increases blood pressure 

and heart rate
heart attacks
death
severe addiction
damage to nose
paranoia
increased accidents
Crack- immediate severe addiction

DEPRESSANTS
• Street Names

tranquilizers
sleeping pills

• Effects & Dangers
small doses, if prescribed,

produce relief of tension 
and anxiety

overuse causes lack of 
coordination

depressant
coma, severe sickness (w/alcohol)
weak pulse

AMPHETAMINES
• Street Names

speed
uppers
bennies
dexies
black beauties
pep pills
ice
crank
crystal
meth

• Effects
Brief, fake euphoria
increase heart rate & blood pres-
sure
dizziness
headaches
blurred vision
tremors
physical collapse
malnutrition
fever
stroke 
heart failure
brain deterioration

HEROIN/other OPIATES
• Street Names

smack
junk
brown sugar
dope
horse
skunk
mud
M
morpho
schoolboy
coties

• Effects
fake euphoria
slow heart rate, breathing 

and brain activity
depressed appetite
increased tolerance for pain
AIDS (injection)
hepatitis
addiction
death



INHALANTS
• Street Names

rubber cement
fingernail polish remover
lighter fluid
ether
hair spray
insecticides
glue
snappers
poppers
rush
locker room
moon gas
whip-its
medusa

• Effects & Dangers
death
brain damage
tolerance (need more and more)

HALLUCINOGENS
• Street Names

PCP 
angel dust
rocket fuel
zombie
krystal joints
love
LSD
acid
fry
microdot
white lightening
green or red dragon
ECSTACY
X
XTC
disco biscuit
scoobie snacks

• Effects 
over exertion
heart failure
convulsions
death

The Facts 
About Drugs

Show picture of different 
drug forms when available!

DRUG FORMS and 
HOW TAKEN

tablets
capsules

vapors inhaled
injected with needle

smoked
snorted

swallowed
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Drug Awareness
Activities

Directions: Select students to role-play or discuss the activities below.

A. Have students take on the personalities of people who turn to drugs to manage their life or to
fit in because of peer pressure.

1. In the first scene they are the person before they were on drugs.  Have them think about and act
out someone in everyday life who is not on drugs; What are they like at school, home, what
hobbies do they have? What kind of relationship so they have with family and friends.  What are
problems they have?

2. In the second scene, they are the same person who is now using drugs.  How has their life
changed? What is happening to family and friend relationships? What are the problems now?
Stealing money? Lying?

3. Finally, what help is available to change the situation to a healthy one?  What does the addict do?

B. Have students act out different scenarios using the LIFE SKILLS they have learned on how they
would deal with a situation or a person offering them drugs. 

• Setting Boundaries
• Making Wise Decisions
• Resolving Conflicts
• Coping With Stress
• Setting Goals
• Obtaining Help
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1. Basic Information
• Have the players play with their same color group.
• Have them start on their color sticky each session.
• Have them post their scores with you upon completion.
• Make them responsible for their etiquette and actions.
• Constantly remind them about safety.

2. Set Up
• Set up four or more stickys prior to the session starting.

- Identify each sticky with the same colors as in the practice stations.
- Design them to be of various lengths.
- Start out easy and increase the difficulty as they progress through each session.
- Keep your playing paths wide enough for safety.
- Choose relatively flat areas for the short stuff.
- Create the short stuff by using clothesline.

• Play each sticky without any boundaries.

3. Activities
• The play format for this session is match play.

- Pair up students from the same color group who did not play each other in the last match
play format.

- Have each twosome play all of the stickys.
- The winner of the most stickys wins.
- Have them count all their strokes to see if they would have won or lost at stroke play. This

point will help them understand the difference between the two formats and the conse-
quences of each shot they make.

4. What to look for
• Student Playing Abilities

- Are they paying attention to the personal space of other players?
- Do they understand how to play the game and the differences between match play and

stroke play?
- Are they demonstrating the different shots with the word cues effectively?
- Are they understand where each type of shot is played? 
- Did they adjust effectively to the smaller SNAG ball, shorter tee and smaller target?
- Are they having fun?

Equipment Needed
• 8 Launchers
• 8 Rollers
• 8 Launch Pads
• 4 or more 5” Flagstickys
• 16 SNAG balls
• Materials for hazards and obstructions
• Cones / marking materials
• Clothesline

Station 7 - Play
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Rolling Games
1. ROLLING, ROLLING, ROLLING
EQUIPMENT

• Rollers, SNAG balls, Flagsticky
HOW TO PLAY

Create a long rolling area of 30’. Players attempt long rolls of 20’ to 30’ from one end of the play
area to the Flagsticky at the other end. Play closest to the Flagsticky or fewest rolls wins. 

2. PATHWAYS
EQUIPMENT

• Rollers, SNAG balls, Flagsticky, cones, hoops, jump ropes
HOW TO PLAY

Students create a “putt-putt“-style rolling area with obstacles. Teacher provides cones hoops and
jump ropes for boundaries. Students may change the design each time.   (K-2 students are
asked what kind of pathways did the ball travel.)

3. SNAGOUT
EQUIPMENT

• Rollers, SNAG balls, Flagsticky, tape for lines
HOW TO PLAY

Create a rolling are with lines 6’, 8’, 10’ and 12’ from a line from where the students will roll the
SNAGball. Place a Flagsticky on each line, staggered so that students can roll to each one. The
object is to try to roll the ball to “SNAGout“ at each distance in order to get a fell for the stroke
for various distances. 

4. “32“
EQUIPMENT

• Rollers, SNAG balls, Flagsticky, Rolleramas, tape for lines
HOW TO PLAY

Set up rolleramas. Rolling distance varies with age. Students play “32.“ The object is to roll as
many times as needed to score exactly 32 without going over. If a student score goes over 32,
they must go back to 20, and try to score 32 exactly. 

5. “SNAGGY“
EQUIPMENT

• Rollers, SNAG balls, Flagsticky
HOW TO PLAY

Like the basketball game “HORSE“, students choose spots to from which to roll. If they SNAGout,
then the next person in order must attempt exactly the same roll. If they do not, then they get
a the next available letter in the word “SNAGGY.“ 

6. “AROUND THE WORLD“
EQUIPMENT

• Rollers, SNAG balls, Flagsticky, cones
HOW TO PLAY

Arrange the cones a in a circular pattern surrounding the flagsticky. The distance from the flag-
sticky varies with age. Each student begins at a designated starting cone and attempts to
SNAGout from that point. If they are successful, they move to the next cone, continuing until
they miss, at which point they must stop and wait until their turn comes again. Then the next
student attempts to go as far as possible. The first student to go “around the world“ is the
winner. 
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Chipping/Pitching Games
1. LOLLIPOP
SKILL

• Pitch Shot
EQUIPMENT

• Launchers, Launch pads, SNAG balls, Bullseye Target (suspended on wall)
HOW TO PLAY

• Suspend a Bullseye Target to a level one foot off the ground. SNAGsters pitch the ball and
“snag“ the suspended target for score. Challenge others from distances of 30’-40’. Play for one
minute and pitch as many balls as possible. Add the score at the end of one minute. 

2. “SNAG A TAC“
SKILL

• Pitch /Chip Shot
EQUIPMENT

• Launchers, Launch Pads, SNAG balls, chalk or rope for grid lines
HOW TO PLAY

Two SNAGsters have different color SNAG balls. A Tic-Tac-Toe-like grid is placed on the ground.
Adjust size of grid to student age (larger for younger players). SNAGsters chip or pitch and
attempt 3 in a row. Variation: Suspend a bullseye target. Attach yarn to the target to create a Tic-
Tac-Toe board.

3. HOOPSTERS
SKILL

•Chip Shot
EQUIPMENT

• Launchers, Launch pads, SNAG balls, Hula Hoops, Flagstickys or Rolleramas or Bullseye Target 
HOW TO PLAY

Set target 20’ away. One student holds the Hula Hoop 3 feet in front of the Launch Pad, so part-
ner can ship it to the target. The object is to keep the ball low for the chip shot. Partners take
turns. 

4. “OVER THE TOP“
SKILL

•Chip Shot
EQUIPMENT

• Launchers, Launch pads, SNAG balls, large cones or similar, Bullseye Target
HOW TO PLAY

Set target 30’-40’ feet away. Place cone 5’-6’ in front of the launch pad. Students must pitch
SNAGball over cone to Bullseye Target.

5. “SNAG 500“
SKILL

• Pitch Shot
EQUIPMENT

• Launchers, Launch pads, SNAG balls, Bullseye Target, Net (tennis, badminton or volleyball)
HOW TO PLAY

Suspend net across an area. One SNAGster stands on one side pitches the ball over the net. On
the other side of the net, the partner holds a Bullseye target and attempts to “SNAG“ the
SNAGball.  SNAGsters and their partners receive points when successful. More than on
SNAGster may be set up to snag the ball so the partner who snags the ball gets a point. The
first one to get to 5 points gets to pitch next. 
Variations: Students stand without targets and catch SNAG balls. 
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Launch/Large Group Games
1. SNAG 500
EQUIPMENT

• Launchers, Launch pads, SNAG balls
HOW TO PLAY

Have up to four students launching SNAG balls into an open area one at a time. Several students
spread out into the open area and try to catch the launched balls. Each ball caught in the air is
worth 100 points, and each ball caught as it rolls or bounces is worth 50 points. Once some-
one reaches 500 points, they change places with one of the students launching the balls.  

2. BULLSEYE
EQUIPMENT

• Launchers, Launch pads, SNAG balls, 2 Bullseye Targets
HOW TO PLAY

Two students stand in the middle of the playing area. Have students who will launch balls on one
side and those who will catch on the opposite side. Students launch balls and try to snag the
bullseye. The students holding the targets try to snag the balls also working with the “launch-
ers.“ The “catchers“ retrieve any balls that do not snag the target. After 2-3 minutes, rotate and
switch positions.

3. 50 YARD DASH
EQUIPMENT

• Launchers, Launch pads, SNAG balls, cones
HOW TO PLAY - review safety swing zones

Use cones to mark and starting line and a finish line 50 yards apart (adjust for age of students).
Students launch their SNAG ball as far and as straight as possible. When all have launched, on
the teacher’s signal, they go to their ball, set it on the launch pad and launch again. This con-
tinues until all have crossed the finish line. Students count the number of strokes and challenge
themselves to make it to the finish line in fewer strokes next time.

4. “TEAM DASH“
EQUIPMENT

• Launchers, Launch pads, SNAG balls, cones
HOW TO PLAY

This is played just like “50 Yard Dash“, except students are in teams of two to four and take turns
launching shots. The object is to play it like a relay and work as a team to get to the finish line
in the fewest strokes possible.




